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Cover Story
Icon of the month

Géraldine Guyot, founder of
the D'Estrëe brand
This month we are delighted to introduce you to Géraldine
Guyot, founder of D'Estrëe. D'Estrëe is a French high-end
accessories brand that she founded in 2015. Her creations
- hats, bags and jewellery - with a timeless minimalism are
iconic. Discover Géraldine Guyot's entrepreneurial adventure in creating her brand. She also reveals her vision of beauty and shares her
fashion favourites as well as her best Parisian addresses...
Interview with Géraldine Guyot, founder of d'Estrëe :
Can you describe the concept of D'Estrëe?
D'estrëe is a high-end fashion accessory brand that I launched in 2015. Graphic
accessories, almost totemic, with a label of their own. I think my passion for
contemporary art guides my collections. And I'm often told that it shows: the way I
work with colour, lines, and geometry. The diagonal quickly became an identifying
sign for the brand and can be found on the ribbons of our signature hats and, of
course, on the opening of our bags. I wanted bags that were structured, uncluttered
and resolutely modern, even in their fit and finish. With their aluminium cuff, they
don't go unnoticed! Another specificity of the brand lies in the added value of our
associated craftsmen, who work with leather like no one else in Italy. Other luxury
brands call on them and it is a chance for us to benefit from their expertise as well
as that of our Parisian milliners.
How did you get into entrepreneurship?
I got into entrepreneurship on a whim. I've always been sensitive
to fashion without really knowing how to approach it... I've always
been fascinated by the relentless efficiency of accessories. Your
outfit can be so simple, the accessory will always give it its cachet.
I loved hats and started to create pieces for myself, then very
quickly for my family and friends and finally for Le Bon Marché
who supported me from my first collection.
Geraldine Guyot D'Estrëe
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After this launch, leather goods seemed a logical step. A line of jewellery followed...
Ready-to-wear is not on the agenda, but I am open to the idea. Who knows what
the future holds!
What are your tips for living life to the fullest?
Lemon/ginger juice in the morning. Otherwise, once a week, Dynamo + pilates
session with the best coach @baptistelamaison. I also recommend the "booty
workout" on YouTube by @carodaur! And in the evening, a few drops of relaxing
essential oils in a nice warm bath.
3 words that describe a Parisian woman?
Elegant, effortless, refined.
Your favourite addresses in Paris?
Mori Yoshida, Saint Ouen flea market, Le café de Flore, Aroma-Zone.
What are your favourite beauty products?
My mother swears by Marseille soap. So, I've been slightly conditioned since my
teenage years... I confess to a non-addiction to beauty products! I moisturise my
skin with sesame oil. Otherwise, I really like Avène products, especially two that I
have always used: the micellar lotion and the Hydrance cream.
What is your vision of fashion?
I'm more of a fan of pretty basics,
timeless pieces. I prefer to bet on
accessories, which allow me more
eccentricity. They allow a woman to
express her personality, to assert
herself, and to vary according to her
mood.
What are the favourite pieces in your wardrobe?
My Lucio bag. A Totême white shirt, a basic one that I wear with everything. Black
jeans from the brand Khaite.
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And when you fall for something, what do you fall for?
Philippe Conticini's canelés...
Your fashion and beauty icons?
There are a few girls I enjoy following, like Gala Gonzalez, Blanca Miro or Leandra
Medine. Not forgetting one of my best friends, Maria de la Orden and her crazy style!
In which D+ for care women do you recognize yourself?
The woman on the go: the gesture is effective, the DAY+ stick can be taken
everywhere.
And finally... "Less is more" or "More the better"?
Less is more!
Many thanks to Géraldine Guyot for answering our questions!

Source: d+ FOR CARE

Who is Géraldine Guyot?
Who is Alexandre Arnault?
Paris, October 16, 2021 - Géraldine Guyot and the son of the world's third richest
man held a second wedding in Venice on Saturday in front of Beyonce and Jay Z
after his first marriage ceremony in Paris three months ago.
• Bride Géraldine Guyot is the founder of French brand D’Estrëe, which creates
'high-end fashion accessories'
• Alexandre Arnault is second eldest son of Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton
chairman and CEO Bernard Arnault
• His father was declared the world's richest man in May but has since dropped
below Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk
• The couple have been dating since at least August 2019 and became engaged
following a proposal in Paris
Géraldine Guyot is the founder of French brand D’Estrëe, which creates 'high-end
fashion accessories', including hats and jewellery, having studied at Central Saint
Martins in London before returning to Paris in 2015.
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Her groom, Alexandre Arnault is the second eldest son of Moët Hennessy Louis
Vuitton (LVMH) chairman and CEO Bernard Arnault, who was declared the world's
richest man in May after overtaking Jeff Bezos when his net worth climbed to
£135billion ($186billion). He has since been surpassed by Bezos and Elon Musk.
The 29-year-old is the executive vice president of LVMH brand Tiffany & Co., having
earlier served as CEO of Rimowa - a high-quality luggage manufacturer.

At the time of their first wedding, Alexandre shared pictures on social media showing Géraldine, who was
named to Forbes' 30 Under 30 list for retail and e-commerce last year, wearing a vintage-inspired dress
by JW Anderson (above) featuring a high collar, long sleeves, puffed shoulders and subtle floral
embroidery

Beyonce, who attended the ceremony today alongside a string of other stars
including rapper Pharrell Williams, is among her celebrity fans and the brand is sold
at 100 retailers around the world.

The couple have been dating since at least August 2019 and became engaged shortly
before Christmas following a romantic proposal in Paris, where they held a more
intimate ceremony.
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The bride looked elegant in a white wedding dress today which featured a high-neck
design and lace detailing as she headed to the venue surrounded by her family, with
her hair tied back in a graceful updo while clutching a bouquet of cream flowers.

Alexandre Arnault and Géraldine Guyot, pictured surrounded by her family at their second wedding
ceremony in Venice today, have been dating since at least August 2019 and became engaged before
Christmas following a proposal in Paris
Alexandre's father Bernard Arnault (pictured in Paris in
September 2019), 72, was declared the world's richest man in
May after overtaking Jeff Bezos when his net worth climbed
to £135billion. He has since been surpassed by Bezos and Elon
Musk

At the time of their first wedding, Alexandre
wrote: 'It started in 1998 now it's oui pour vie
[yes for life].'
He previously shared pictures on social media showing Géraldine, who was named
to Forbes' 30 Under 30 list for retail and e-commerce last year, wearing a vintageinspired dress by JW Anderson featuring a high collar, long sleeves, puffed shoulders
and subtle floral embroidery.
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Alexandre trained as an engineer, graduating from France’s Ecole Telecom ParisTech
and Ecole Polytechnique. He held jobs at McKinsey & Company and KKR before
joining the family business with a position at Fendi.
He was appointed to Rimowa in 2017 after he played a crucial role in LVMH's decision
to buy an 80 percent stake in the high-tech luggage maker for 640 million euros
($716 million), its first acquisition in Germany.
Under Alexandre's four-year tenure, Rimowa paired up with sportwear brand
Supreme for a collaboration and made a big social media push to draw in younger,
trendier shoppers and influencers.
Analysts expect Tiffany & Co. will be given a makeover in a bid to do similar, as well
as attract Asian customers.
Beyonce, who wore blue heels, a glitzy round bag and silver
necklaces as she attended the ceremony with Jay Z today, is
among Géraldine's celebrity fans. The French accessories
brand D’Estrëe is sold at 100 retailers around the world

Alexandre will work under Michael Burke,
chairman and CEO at Louis Vuitton, the group's
biggest money spinner, who will now also chair
Tiffany & Co. Anthony Ledru, head of Louis
Vuitton in the US, will take over as CEO of the
jeweller.
His father Bernard Arnault, 72, saw his fortune
jump more than $110billion in the 14 months up
to May thanks to his French luxury goods firm
LVMH, which owns the likes of Louis Vuitton,
Fendi, Christian Dior and Givenchy in its portfolio
of 70 plus luxury brands.
The multi-billionaire, who has five children from two marriages, has given senior
LVMH roles to his four oldest children. His youngest son Jean is still a student.
Only daughter Delphine is director and executive vice president of Louis Vuitton;
eldest son Antoine who married Russian supermodel Natalia Vodianova last year, is
CEO of Berluti and oversees image, communications, and the environment for LVMH;
and third son Frédéric is CEO of Tag Heuer.
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Each appointment is closely watched for signs of who their billionaire father might
one day appoint as his successor.
Bernard Arnault is building a fair process between the Arnault siblings by testing
them,' Philippe Pele-Clamour, adjunct professor at business school HEC Paris,
previously told Bloomberg.
'That will allow them to understand if they can lead such a group.'
He also invested in Netflix back in 1999 while he also entered the yacht business and
bought Princess Yachts in 2008.
Showing off his interest in yachts, he owns the stunning $150million superyacht
Symphony, which measures 101.5m, carries 20 passengers and boasts an outdoor
cinema and jacuzzi.
He lives in a 150-year-old castle in northwest Saint-Emilion in Bordeaux, France, that
has belonged to the billionaire's family since 1998, while he also owns a home in the
prestigious Les Parcs de Saint-Tropez enclave.
Among his portfolio, Arnault also boasts around five homes in Beverly Hills, worth
around $125million in total, two of which are in the Trousdale Estates
neighbourhood, according to Capitalism.com.
Meanwhile, the publication reported that Arnault also bought a private island in the
Bahamas for $35million, which is called Indigo Island and measures 133 acres.
LVMH also owns Cheval Blanc Courchevel, a glamorous skiing hotel located near the
Trois Vallées, which has 36 stunning rooms and suites, three restaurants, one bar
and a fitness centre.
The fashion mogul has also splashed out on a Dassault Falcon 7X private jet, which
has a list price of around $57million, with his vast billionaire fortune. He previously
owned a Bombardier Global Express high-speed aircraft.
His rise in fortune came after he acquired Tiffany & Co. for $15.8billion in January.
After the purchase, the fashion tycoon promoted Alexandre to the leadership team
of the jewellery maker.
Sharing the news on Instagram earlier this year, Alexandre, who was born in France
but is fluent in English, wrote: 'Humbled, honoured to join @tiffanyandco and excited
to work with the teams in New York!'
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LVMH's acquisition of Tiffany & Co. followed a bitter legal dispute. LVMH backed
away as the COVID-19 pandemic hammered luxury goods sales, but ultimately
renegotiated a discounted purchase price.
LVMH also owns Cheval Blanc Courchevel, a glamorous skiing hotel located near the
Trois Vallées, which has 36 stunning rooms and suites and three restaurants
With his fortune, Arnault also boasts a stunning $150million superyacht called
Symphony (above) which measures 101.5 metres, carries 20 passengers and
includes an outdoor cinema. Source: MAIL online
His prestigious portfolio includes fashion labels such
as Givenchy, Marc Jacobs and FENTY, luxury wines
and spirits and champagne and wine brands, and
perfumes and cosmetics.
LVHM owns 70+ brands and spent $3.2billion in 2019
on luxury hospitality group Belmond and acquired
Tiffany & Co. for $15.8billion in January.
The company website says the LVHM model is
'based on a long-term vision' which 'stimulates
creativity and excellence.' The company has around
163,000 employees and reported more than
$58billion-worth of revenue in 2019.

How Bernard Arnault
made his billions
Arnault was born in France into the world of
business and began his lucrative luxury career in
1971, working for the family real estate company
Ferret-Savinel.
He was promoted to chairman in 1978 and
remained in that role until 1984 when he was
tasked with restructuring the Financière Agache
holding company.

The billionaire is married to pianist Hélène Mercier,
who he shares children Alexandre, Frédéric and Jean
with. He was previously wed to Anne Dewavrin, 71,
until 1990, and the pair share two children - Antoine
and Delphine.

Within this role, the father-of-five strategized on
developing leading luxury brands, acquiring
Christian Dior as the spearhead of the new
business.
LVMH was formed in 1987 under the merger of Louis
Vuitton and champagne producer Moët Hennessy.
In 1989 Arnault became the majority shareholder of
Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton, a role he has held ever
since.
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How COVID-19 impacted the investments
of the world's 10 largest sovereign wealth
funds

Norway Government Pension Fund Global, which manages assets of approximately $1.364 trillion, is the
world's largest sovereign wealth fund. Image credit: Mahlum/wikimedia commons

Dubai, October 11, 2021 - The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the world's
sovereign wealth funds has varied markedly. Some of them, such as the Norwegian
Government Pension Fund, registered an increase in their assets under management
(AUM) and the value of investments. However, the assets of others, such as the
Government Investment Corporation of Dubai, decreased.
Wealth fund trends during the pandemic
For the first time since the 2008 financial crisis, wealth funds are at the forefront of
government efforts to addressing the pandemic, according to the International
Forum of Sovereign Funds.
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Sovereign wealth funds entered the pandemic with high levels of liquidity and were
ready to support their national economies. But not all of them could seize
opportunities in international markets as most of them were busy supporting national
efforts to curb the spread of COVID-19 and deal with the resulting disruptions in all
markets.
The direct investments of sovereign funds worldwide during the year recorded
double figures, reaching $65.9 billion, compared to $35.9 billion in 2019, according
to the International Forum of Sovereign Funds. These investments were
concentrated in stocks, as a large number of funds, with sufficient liquidity to
purchase shares, benefited from the tempting low prices during the pandemic.
Rotate inward
Due to the effects of the pandemic, a new trend emerged, characterized by a focus
on the local market and national needs. For the first time in direct investments,
sovereign wealth funds have allocated more capital to help their struggling
economies, focus on the domestic agenda, or take advantage of international
opportunities, according to the International Forum of Sovereign Funds.
Many sovereign funds around the world have found themselves obligated to assume
their national responsibility towards their countries in light of the pandemic that
caused significant damage to both supply and demand and resulted in the collapse
of health systems, as well as causing an unprecedented economic recession across
the world. Therefore, there was a noticeable change in the distribution of wealth
fund investments, as local investments jumped from 11.4% in 2019 to 19.2% in
2020 of the total fund investments around the world.
For example, in Chile, the Ministry of Finance withdrew $4.7 billion from its sovereign
funds three times in 2020. In Norway, the government withdrew about 3% of the
Norway Government Pension Fund, or the equivalent of $37 billion, in October 2020
to finance increased expenditures due to the pandemic.
The Ireland Strategic Investment Fund (ISIF) also allocated $2.4 billion (2 billion
euros) to the "Pandemic Stabilization and Recovery Fund (PSRF") in May 2020 as
part of the economic and community support program that the government launched
in response to the pandemic.
The world's 10 largest sovereign wealth funds
The most recent SWFI report revealed that the total assets of 100 sovereign wealth
funds across the world amounted to $9.16 trillion in September 2021. The 10 largest
sovereign funds accounted for $6.7 trillion in assets, equivalent to 73% of the total
global sovereign funds. Here are the world's 10 largest sovereign wealth funds by
total assets under management:
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1. Norway Government Pension Fund
Country: Norway
AUM: $1.4 trillion
The Norway Government Pension Fund, which manages around $1.364 trillion in
assets, is the world's largest sovereign fund. The fund owns small stakes in more
than 9,000 companies worldwide, including Apple, Nestlé, Microsoft, and Samsung.
On average, the fund owns up to 1.5% of all listed companies in the world.
Its AUM rose by about $200 billion to reach $1.4 trillion in the first half of 2021,
compared to about $1.2 trillion during the same period last year.
The fund’s investments in stocks increased from 69.6% of the total assets under
management in the first half of 2020 to reach about 72.4% during the first half of
this year. The investments in fixed income instruments declined to 25.1% of the total
assets under management by the end of the first half of 2021, compared to 27.6%
during the same period last year.
The fund was able to turn profitable during the first half of this year as it achieved a
positive return of 9.4% with a value of $111 billion (990 billion Norwegian kroner),
compared to losses of $21.7 billion (188 billion Norwegian kroner) during the same
period last year.
2. China Investment Corporation
(CIC)
Country: China
AUM: $1.2 trillion

Image by g0d4ather / Shutterstock.com

The China Investment Corporation Fund
(CIC) is the second-largest sovereign
fund with assets of $1.222 trillion. The
fund reported an annual net return of
approximately 14.1% on its foreign
investments denominated in US dollars
last year.

The investment income was $42.2 billion. The cumulative net return for 10 years
was 6.6%. CIC's portfolio currently consists of public equities (38.9%), fixed income
(17.7%), alternative investments (42.2%) and cash products (1.2%). The fund was
established in 2007 with registered capital of $200 billion to diversify China's foreign
exchange holdings.
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3. Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA)
Country: Kuwait
AUM: $692.9 billion
The Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA)
jumped to third place globally and first in the
Arab world after its total AUM increased by
29.8% to currently reach $692.9 billion,
compared to $533.6 billion last March,
according to SWFI data.
Image by SCraitza / Shutterstock.com

This increase was supported by the rise in the assets of the Future Generations
Reserve Fund managed by KIA, according to Bloomberg, as more than half of Future
Generations Fund investments are in the US market, where there are record highs
in the stock market, following the rise in the S&P 500 Index by 8% during the second
quarter of the year of 2021.
4. Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
(ADIA)
Country: UAE
AUM: $649.2 billion
The ranking of the largest sovereign fund in
the UAE, the Abu Dhabi Investment
Authority (ADIA), has fallen to fourth place
globally despite seeing an increase in its
assets by about 12%, to currently reach
$649.2 billion, com-pared to $579.6 billion in
last March.

Image by Sophie James / Shutterstock.com

Despite the pandemic, the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority was able to increase the
fund's cumulative return for a period of 30 years to 7.2% in 2020 compared to about
6.6% in 2019. The fund's cumulative return for a period of 20 years rose to 6% until
2020 compared to about 4.8% in 2019, according to ADIA annual report. A
September report attributed this increase to the strong performance during the past
year, despite the COVID-19 pandemic, and the consolidation of ADIA focus on longterm trends, as the fund invests mainly in stocks, fixed income bonds, hedge funds,
and real estate, private equity, and infrastructure.
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5. Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Investment Portfolio
Country: China -Hong Kong
AUM: $580.5 billion

Image by StrippedPixel.com / Shutterstock.com

The Hong Kong Monetary Authority
Investment Portfolio is the world's fifthlargest sovereign fund with total assets
of about $580.5 billion. The fund,
establish-ed in 1935, invests mainly in
the bond and equity markets of the
OECD countries.

The fund's investments are concentrated in the US, UK, China and Japan. A
spokesman for the Hong Kong Monetary Authority Investment Portfolio stated that
the fund had increased its portfolio liquidity to ensure that it would provide sufficient
funds to maintain monetary and financial stability, as well as meet the government's
needs to withdraw from financial reserve deposits to deal with the pandemic,
according to Reuters.
6. Government Investment
Corporation (GIC)
Country: Singapore
AUM: $545 billion
Singapore Government Investment Corporation (GIC) Fund is the world's sixthlargest sovereign fund with assets of
$545 billion. GIC does not publish oneyear returns to avoid excessive shortterm focus, according to the Global
Forum of Sovereign Funds.

Image by asia.nikkei/website

GIC announced that annual real returns for the 20-year period ending March 31 rose
to 4.3% from the 2.7% reported over the previous two decades. However, Global
SWF estimated the company's annual return, from April 1, 2020, to March 31, 2021,
based on returns it had reported for 20 years, at 37.5%.
The US remained the first investment destination for the Singapore fund with a 34%
share of the fund's portfolio, unchanged from the previous year, but investment
allocations to Asia, excluding Japan, jumped to 26% from 19%.
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7. Temasek Holding
Country: Singapore
AUM: $484.4 billion
Temasek Holdings, owned by the Singapore
government, is the world's seventh largest
sovereign fund, with total assets of about
$484.4 billion. The Singapore investment
company announced in its annual report that
its portfolio had grown to $283 billion by the
end of the fiscal year in March 2021,
compared to $228 billion a year earlier, when
the size of the portfolio declined. Temasek Image by khathar ranglak / Shutterstock.com
for the first time since 2016. During the fiscal
year ending March 31, 2021, Temasek invested a record $36 billion.
The company invested mainly in Singapore companies in its early days but has turned
into a major global investor in recent years, investing in major regional internet startups such as Singapore-based Sea and Indonesia's GoTo Group. It also has a stake
in German biotechnology company BioNTech, which developed the COVID-19
vaccine with US pharmaceutical giant Pfizer, according to Bloomberg.
8. National Council for the Social
Security Fund
Country: China
AUM: $447.4 billion
China's National Council for Social Security
Fund is the world's eighth-largest sovereign
fund with assets of $447.4 billion. Last year,
the fund delivered its highest return on
investment since 2009, with the local stock Foto National Council for Social Security Fund
market booming and funds pouring into advanced manufacturing, emerging strategic industries and technological innovation.
The fund reported profits of $58.4 billion from its investments, up 30% from 2019,
according to its annual report published in August.
This represents a return of 15.9%, the highest in 11 years and almost double the
annual average of 8.51% achieved over the past two decades.
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9. Public Investment Fund (PIF)
Country: Saudi Arabia
AUM: $430 billion

Image by Jarretera / Shutterstock.com

Although PIF's assets remained at $430
billion, it has fallen from eighth to ninth.
The fund set its goals of pouring at least
$40 billion (150 billion riyals) into the
local economy annually into new
projects locally until 2025. It also aims
to raise the proportion of the fund's local
content and its subsidiaries to 60% and
create more than 1.8 million jobs
cumulatively by the end of 2025.

PIF and its subsidiaries seek to contribute to the Saudi non-oil GDP of about $320
billion (1.2 trillion riyals) cumulatively by the end of 2025. A recent report by the
International Forum of Sovereign Wealth Funds indicated that the approach of the
Saudi Public Investment Fund was different during the pandemic, with "PIF directed
to support the local economy, and also invested about $ 10 billion in shares of U.S
and European companies when the pandemic began last March." The fund invested
$2 billion to buy stakes in four giant oil companies, namely BP, Royal Dutch Shell,
Suncor Energy and Total. The Forum's report stated that "there is about another $1
billion also invested in two companies that have been severely affected by the
pandemic, Marriott International and Carnival.
10. Investment Corporation of
Dubai
Country: UAE - AUM: $302.3 billion
The total AUM of the Investment
Corporation of Dubai, which ranks 10th
globally, declined by about 1% in 2020
to reach $302.3 billion, compared to
about $305.2 billion in 2019. The fund
also incurred its first loss since 2012,
amounting to $4.22 billion (AED 15.5
billion). The company attributed these
losses to the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on its investment portfolio, especially in the transport and hospitality
sector, while its banking and financial services units achieved profits last year. Source:
Forbes ME
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How the world’s largest family businesses
are proving their resilience
The 2021 EY and University of St. Gallen Family Business Index reveals that the
largest family-owned businesses are vital to the health of the global economy. They
collectively generate US$7.28 trillion in revenue and employ 24.1 million people.
Together they constitute the third largest economic contribution in the world by
revenue.
Longevity and stability have mattered these past two years. Seventy-five per cent of
family businesses are over 50 years old and almost one third are over 100 years old.
They have balanced their long-term business outlook with an ability to pivot quickly
amidst a crisis. Some have also stepped forward to provide medical equipment and
even financial support revealing an enduring sense of social responsibility.
Family businesses across the world
The map highlights countries where the world’s 500 largest family enterprises are
headquartered. Hover above any country to see the details.
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Almost half of all the businesses in the Index are based in Europe. The United States
is host to the highest number of family businesses, and consumer-based businesses
remains the largest sector (37%) by number. One in five have a family member
under 40 years on the board and almost one third have a female family member on
the board.
As the demand rises for responses to issues like ESG, innovation, and future
consumer needs so will the demand for talent and the need to embrace more age
and gender diversity.
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Almost half of all the businesses in the Index are based in Europe. The United States
is host to the highest number of family businesses, and consumer-based businesses
remains the largest sector (37%) by number. One in five have a family member
under 40 years on the board and almost one third have a female family member on
the board. As the demand rises for responses to issues like ESG, innovation, and
future consumer needs so will the demand for talent and the need to embrace more
age and gender diversity.
The Index has been published every two years since 2015. Use the interactive tool
below to search the data based on jurisdictions and other key fields of information
for the world’s 500 largest family businesses.
The 2021 EY and University of St. Gallen Family Business Index reveals the largest
family-owned firms are vital to the health of the global economy.
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While they’ve faced some major challenges during the past two years, family-owned
enterprises have demonstrated their resilience while creating jobs and opportunities
that give their communities hope of a better future to come, as the performance of
the companies in the 2021 EY and University of St. Gallen Family Business Index
indicates.
The family businesses in the 2021 Index collectively generated US$7.28 trillion in
revenues, employed 24.1 million people, and were distributed across 45 jurisdictions.
Together they constitute the third largest economic contribution in the world (after
the US and China) by revenue1 – despite the global economy shrinking by 3.5% in
2020. They are vital to the future health and growth of every country’s economic
well-being during the post-pandemic recovery.
The pandemic also brought out the best
For all the challenges COVID-19 has presented, the pandemic has also been an
opportunity for family businesses to showcase their agility, deep-seated commitment
to innovation, and enduring sense of social responsibility. Some well-known family
businesses pivoted during the pandemic to provide critical medical equipment to help
in the battle against the virus.
Mars transformed one of its manufacturing lines to create hand sanitizers for local
first responders2, for example, while steelmaker ArcelorMittal developed 3D-printed
face shields. And some family firms also provided valuable financial support to other
businesses to help them withstand the economic crisis unleashed by the pandemic.
Sources: University of St. Gallen (Switzerland), EY Global

Nobel chemistry prize goes
to duo who developed a
tool for molecule building
• David MacMillan and Benjamin List win Chemistry Nobel
• They created new tools for building molecules
• These tools helped make new drugs and are more green
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Stockholm, October 6, 2021 - German Benjamin List and Scottish-born David
MacMillan won the 2021 Nobel Prize in Chemistry on Wednesday for developing new
tools for building molecules that have helped make new drugs and are more
environmentally friendly.
Their work on asymmetric organo-catalysis, which the award-giving body described
as "a new and ingenious tool for molecule building", has also helped in the
development of plastics, perfumes and flavours.
"Organic catalysts can be used to drive multitudes of chemical reactions," the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences said. "Using these reactions, researchers can now
more efficiently construct anything from new pharmaceuticals to molecules that can
capture light in solar cells."
Catalysts are molecules that remain stable while enabling or speeding up chemical
reactions performed in labs or large industrial reactors. Before the laureates'
breakthrough findings at the turn of the millennium, only certain metals and complex
enzymes were known to do the trick.
The academy said the new generation of small-molecule catalysts were more friendly
for the environment and cheaper to produce and praised the precision of the new
tools.
Before asymmetric catalysis, man-made catalysed substances would often contain
not only the desired molecule but also its unwanted mirror image. The sedative
thalidomide, which caused deformities in human embryos around six decades ago,
was a catastrophic example, it said.
"The fact is, it is estimated that 35 per cent of the world’s total GDP in some way
involves chemical catalysis," it added.
List, 53, said the academy caught up with him while on vacation in Amsterdam with
his wife, who in the past had liked to joke that somebody might be calling him from
Sweden.
"But today we didn’t even make the joke and certainly didn’t anticipate this - and
then Sweden appears on my phone... it was a very special moment that I will never
forget," he said, dialling into the media briefing announcing the winners.
List, 53, is director of the Max-Planck-Institut fuer Kohlenforschung, Muelheim an
der Ruhr, Germany.
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Pictures of the winners of the 2021 Nobel Prize in Chemistry Benjamin List and David MacMillan are seen
displayed on a screen during The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences' announcement at the Swedish
Academy of Sciences in Stockholm on October 6, 2021. Claudio Bresciani/TT News Agency/via Reuters

He and MacMillan share the prestigious 10-million Swedish crown ($1.14-million)
prize in equal parts for breakthroughs achieved independently of one another.
'Not a stupid idea'
"I am shocked and stunned and overjoyed," MacMillan, who is also 53, said in
statement from Princeton, the U.S. university where he works. "It was funny because
I got some texts from people in Sweden really early this morning and I thought they
were pranking me so I went back to sleep. Then my phone started going crazy."
List said he did not initially know that MacMillan was working on the same subject
and figured his hunch might just be a "stupid idea" until it worked. "Organo-catalysis
was a pretty simple idea that really sparked a lot of different research, and the part
we're just so proud of is that you don’t have to have huge amounts of equipment
and huge amounts of money to do fine things in chemistry," MacMillan said.
Some scientists had suggested the rapid development of mRNA (Messenger
ribonucleic acid) COVID-19 vaccines would be recognised this year, also possibly in
the medicine category, which was awarded for discoveries on the sense of touch.
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"This is an extremely important topic we’re thinking about, but there will be more
years, more Nobel prizes," said Pernilla Wittung Stafshede of the Swedish Academy
of Sciences.
The prizes, for achievements in science, literature and peace, were created and
funded in the will of Swedish dynamite inventor and businessman Alfred Nobel. They
have been awarded since 1901, with the economics prize first handed out in 1969.
($1 = 8.8020 Swedish crowns) Source: Reuters

The worst airlines in the world
according to Skytrax

October 1, 2021 - Anyone who decides to travel by air wants to travel as safely and
comfortably as possible and be offered the best possible service. However, according
to Skytrax, these requirements leave a lot to be desired for the airlines we are
introducing today. The flight evaluation portal Skytrax evaluates more than 400 small
and large airlines worldwide every year on the basis of various criteria. Among other
things, service, comfort, cleanliness, on-board catering, and the costs of additional
luggage are examined.
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Skytrax awards between one and five stars, depending on how the airlines score on
these points. Today TRAVELBOOK takes a look at the lower end of this star
categorization and shows the worst-rated airlines in the world.
The good news: An airline with only one star can be found in this year’s “World
Airline Star Rating“, not from Skytrax. That was not always the case: For years, the
North Korean airline Air Koryo was the only airline to be “awarded” just one star and
was undisputedly the worst in the world. As a press spokesman for Skytrax
announced when asked by TRAVELBOOK, Air Koryo is no longer included in the
ratings.
A total of eight airlines around the world received the not exactly laudable rating of
two stars. These include some from Asia and Africa, but also a European airline.
The worst airlines in the world at a glance
Airblue, Pakistan
The second largest airline in Pakistan only achieved two stars in many of the criteria
examined, and only one star for on-board catering. The cleanliness on board is poor,
writes Skytrax – especially in the toilets. “The staff is quite efficient but lacks any
kind of friendliness. The service at Karachi Airport is also an area where standards
need to be improved. “
Boliviana de Aviación, Bolivia
The national Bolivian airline operates a large network of routes within Bolivia, but
also serves international routes and flies to the Spanish capital Madrid, for example.
Whoever flies with Boliviana de Avación, however, has to endure a lot, because the
Skytrax verdict is devastating: “Business Class on long-haul routes is bad, has
uncomfortable seats and offers no modern amenities. There is no personal in-flight
entertainment offered and the Boliviana app for streaming cannot be used. ”The
cabin crew is friendly, but this alone cannot compensate for the airline’s other
weaknesses. The airport standards in Santa Cruz are also bad, and the business
lounge is “unacceptable”.
LAM Mozambique Airlines, Mozambique
LAM, formerly called Linhas Aéreas de Moçambique, is the national airline of the
African state of Mozambique. It mainly serves national flight routes and some
international regional flights. According to Skytrax, the airline’s standard has
deteriorated over the past few years. “The cabin crew lacks service quality and
friendliness, and the airport service at the Maputo hub is a key area for changes and
improvements,” says the flight review portal. After all, the seats in Economy and
Business Class are “satisfactory” and the catering on board is “appropriate”.
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Nouvelair, Tunesia
The Tunisian airline Nouvelair also flies to a number of destinations in Germany,
including Hanover, Leipzig, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich and Düsseldorf. However,
passengers should not expect a special flight experience, as the Skytrax judgment
on Nouvelair suggests. For example, the cleanliness in the cabins leaves a lot to be
desired, and not all the food and drinks for sale on board are actually available. “The
service provided by the staff is rather poor in terms of customer care and
communication,” said Skytrax.
Onur Air, Turkey
Whether the Turkish airline, which has also flown to many destinations in Germany,
will ever take off again is in the stars. Because Onur Air has been in financial
difficulties for a long time, and the situation has worsened again due to the corona
pandemic. The last plane took off at the end of 2020 and employees are on unpaid
leave. Nevertheless, Onur Air can still be found in Syktrax’s list of active airlines,
albeit with a comparatively poor rating. “The seating comfort on board is average,
but the cleanliness and condition of the cabin are a problem,” writes Skytrax. And
further: “The service of the staff at the airport and on board is inadequate and lacks
any kind of friendliness and attention.”
PIA Pakistan International Airlines, Pakistan
Pakistan International Airlines (PIA for short) is headquartered in Karachi and is the
largest airline in Pakistan. The overall assessment by Skytrax is rather poor: “PIA
suffers from an outdated product standard in all cabins and there are no signs of
improvement. Long-haul business class is known as executive economy and hardly
corresponds to the standard of premium economy.
The service provided by the staff is superficial at best, and while the Pakistani service
can be friendly and courteous, it is not on board PIA flights. “
Tunisair, Tunisia
With Tunisair, another Tunisian airline is among the worst airlines in the world.
According to Skytrax, there are shortcomings in the cleanliness of the aircraft, among
other things. The service at the airports and in the business class lounge did not get
a good rating either.
Viva Aerobus, Mexico
The Mexican low-cost airline based in Monterrey is also not doing well with Skytrax.
Viva Aerobus has a modern fleet of aircraft and standard seats. However, the service
is criticized, especially at the airports, which sometimes borders on “rudeness”.
“The service provided by the cabin crew is functional at best and lacks service quality
in many areas.”
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Viva Air, Colombia
The Colombian low-cost airline is still quite young and has only been flying for around
nine years. Nevertheless, it is already one of the worst airlines in the world and has
also only received two stars in the Skytrax rating. “The cleanliness in the cabin is a
point that could be improved,” it says there. And further: “The service of the cabin
crew is functional, but there is a lack of service interest and quality. As with most
low-cost airlines, there are strict check-in and baggage rules that customers must
follow. Poor airport service lowers the rating for Viva Air and this needs to be changed
to achieve a 3-star rating.“ Source: Skytrax/Travelbook

How Britain is responsible for a third of
the world's lost taxes
London, October 28, 2021 - Tax havens cost governments at least $245bn a year
in lost revenue – and many of these havens are British. In fact, the country is
leading the world in hiding legitimate money and laundering dirty cash. So how did
we get here, and how has Britain managed to preside over a third of the world's
lost taxes? Source: Guardian

Watch the video here:

https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2021/oct/28/how-britain-is-responsiblefor-a-third-of-the-worlds-lost-taxes-video
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Italy

Italy and UniCredit close to ending talks
over MPS sale-sources

Banca Monte dei Paschi's headquarters in Siena, Italy, 27.10.2017. REUTERS/Stefano Rellandini/File Photo

• Agreed to exclusive talks on July 29
• Fail to bridge gap over MPS' recapitalisation needs
• Framework studied for UniCredit could apply in standalone plan
London, October 23, 2021 - Italy's government and UniCredit (CRDI.MI) are
preparing to call off negotiations over the sale of ailing bank Monte dei Paschi (MPS)
(BMPS.MI) after efforts to reach an agreement over a costly recapitalisation plan
failed, two sources told Reuters.
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The decision would complicate efforts by Prime Minister Mario Draghi's government
to meet a mid-2022 deadline agreed with European Union authorities to re-privatise
the bank Rome rescued in 2017.
Italy has long seen a merger with a stronger peer as the best solution for the Tuscan
bank, which has plans to raise 2.5 billion euros ($2.9 billion) in capital next year.
But the sources said the terms of a potential sale agreed by UniCredit and Italy's
Treasury when they entered exclusive negotiations on July 29 have made the merger
plan too costly an alternative to a stand-alone recapitalisation.
A recapitalisation package worth more than 7 billion euros had appeared "too
punitive" for Italian taxpayers after they spent 5.4 billion euros to salvage the bank
four years ago, according to one of the sources.
Rome will now have to gain clearance from Brussels to pump more money into Monte
dei Paschi without a plan in hand to cut the state's 64% stake. It will also have to
negotiate a new agreement with European authorities over the exit.
UniCredit, Italy's No. 2 lender, and the Treasury declined to comment.
UniCredit had started discussing a
possible purchase of MPS under
previous CEO Jean Pierre Mustier. But
his successor, Andrea Orcel, who took
over in April, raised the bar, targeting
a deal for only the most profitable
parts of the bank. read more
UniCredit had said it wanted only MPS'
branches in wealthier northern and
central regions and would not take any
soured or risky loans or risks
stemming from mismanagement.
Andrea Orcel, MPS’ CEO

Evaluation gap
After concluding its due diligence analysis in September, UniCredit presented the
Treasury with detailed demands based on the July terms earlier this month. It aimed
to reach a decision before an Oct. 27 board meeting to approve quarterly results.
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The sources said the parties had found it impossible to bridge the gap in their
evaluations of MPS' recapitalisation needs, a difference that one person put at 2.5
billion euros.
To complicate matters, disagreements resurfaced this week over the assets to be
sold, with the government pushing to include MPS' capital services arm and its
leasing and factoring unit, two sources had said. In addition, negotiators haggled
over the way UniCredit calculated its fair value adjustments on MPS liabilities, which
became another major stumbling block along with the size and costs of job cuts that
Italy had to provide for, the first source said. "No deal is possible under UniCredit's
conditions right now. But the same framework that was offered to UniCredit could
be applied to a standalone plan," the source said.
Rome has already reviewed the possible benefits of a standalone strategy, which
would see the Treasury implementing parts of the measures offered to UniCredit,
including a capital increase worth several billion of euros, this source said.
If the standalone plan goes ahead, MPS will also be rid of its remaining soured loans
- which would go to state-owned bad loan manager AMCO - and any non-ordinary
legal risks which would be carved out and guaranteed by the state.
Under the plan prepared by Treasury advisers Bank of America and Orrick for the
sale to UniCredit, MPS' legal risks stemming from mismanagement would be
transferred to state-owned Fintecna, a confidential document seen by Reuters had
shown. ($1 = 0.8593 euros) Source: Reuters

Switzerland / Spain

UBS sells Spanish wealth management
business to Singular Bank
Zurich, October 25, 2021 - UBS Group (UBSG.S)has agreed to sell its Spanish wealth
management business to Madrid-based Singular Bank, the Swiss bank said on
Monday, its second exit from a European market in the past 12 months.
UBS said it was selling UBS Gestion to Singular for an undisclosed sum. German
newspaper Handelsblatt said Singular Bank will pay UBS between 200 million and
250 million euros ($291 million) for the subsidiary. The deal follows UBS's exit from
Austria last December, when it sold its operation catering for wealthy clients to
Liechtenstein based private bank LGT.
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The logo of Swiss bank UBS at its headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland. REUTERS/Arnd Wiegmann

UBS, the world's largest wealth manager with more than $3 trillion in invested assets,
said the latest sale did not mean it was turning its back on the European market.
"European wealth management activities are
and will remain a central and strategic core
business for UBS," Christl Novakovic, chief
executive of UBS Europe SE and Head Wealth
Management Europe at UBS, said in a
statement.
Christl Novakovic, CEO UBS Europe

UBS's asset management and investment banking businesses in Spain were not part
of the transaction, which was expected to be completed in the third quarter of next
year. The sale includes transferring all employees, client relationships, products, and
services of the domestic wealth management business of UBS Spain to Singular
Bank.
UBS said its domestic wealth management business in Spain had been profitable in
recent years, but it had agreed to sell it after deciding it was better off with a focused
wealth manager based in the country. ($1 = 0.8593 euros) Source: Reuters
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Switzerland / UAE

UBS eyes Mideast expansion with new
wealth desk in Dubai
Dubai, October 21, 2021 UBS (UBSG.S) will establish a
new wealth desk in Dubai
that will add coverage of
Oman and Kuwait markets,
and a dedicated sales team to
capture business growth in
the Middle East, according to
an internal memo.
The logo of Swiss bank UBS at the
bank’s entrance in Zurich,
Switzerland February 17, 2021.
REUTERS/Arnd Wiegmann/File Photo

"The new desk will be in charge of markets onto which we will put increased focus
out of this location going forward," said the note seen by Reuters.
Former Credit Suisse banker Georges El Khoury will be desk head in Dubai, with
other members of the team including Abdul Latif, Ilyad Jundi and Sarika Chandwani,
who will cover Kuwait, Oman and the United Arab Emirates.
Raoul Rahme, who worked at Barclays and Credit Suisse, will be head of DIFC sales,
the note said. DIFC is the financial free zone in Dubai.
Ross MacMillan and Elan Bassier will be part of his team, the note said.
UBS earlier this year hired senior HSBC banker, Tarek Eido, as head of wealth
management in Qatar as part of plans to open a wealth management office in Doha.
The number of millionaires in the Middle East region and their wealth grew last year,
according to the World Wealth Report 2021 released by Capgemini Research
Institute.
The population of high net worth (HNW) individuals grew 6.8% to 0.8 million, while
their wealth grew 10.7% to $3.2 trillion in 2020, the study showed. Source: Reuters
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United Kingdom / Germany

Rolls-Royce reveals its first electric
vehicle, Spectre
First electric Royce to be released in late 2023

Rolls-Royce reveals its first electric vehicle, Spectre

Kings Place, London, October 5, 2021 - Rolls-Royce Motor Cars announced that onroad testing of its first fully electric motor car is imminent. The company has decided
on a completely new name for this car, Spectre.
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Chief Executive
Officer, Torsten Müller-Ötvös, said:
“Today is the most significant day in the
history of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars since
4th May 1904. On that date, our
founding fathers, Charles Rolls and Sir
Henry Royce, first met and agreed that
they were going to create ‘the best
motor car in the world”
Charles Rolls (l), Henry Royce (r)
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“Today, 117 years later, I am proud to announce that Rolls-Royce is to begin the onroad testing programme for an extraordinary new product that will elevate the global
all-electric car revolution and create the first – and finest – super-luxury product of
its type. This is not a prototype. It’s the real thing, it will be tested in plain sight and
our clients will take first deliveries of the car in the fourth quarter of 2023.”
A Prophecy fulfilled
He added that they have been experimenting with an electric powertrain for some
time. In 2011 we revealed 102EX, a fully operational all-electric Phantom. We
followed this in 2016 with our fully electric 103EX, which represented our vision for
the marque several decades into the future.”
“Charles Rolls’ prophecy and my promise have led us to a seminal moment for the
marque. Rolls-Royce has embarked on a historic and unique undertaking, which
today becomes a reality. Our designers and engineers have worked relentlessly to
bring us here: we are now ready to commence road-testing of the first all-electric
Rolls-Royce in history.”
In 2017, we debuted Phantom, and with it the marque’s proprietary aluminium
architecture: a scalable and flexible spaceframe that would underpin all forthcoming
Rolls-Royce motor cars. This unique technology – developed for Rolls-Royce by RollsRoyce and reserved for the marque’s exclusive use – was created to form the
foundation of not just different internal combustion engine models, as it now does
with Cullinan and Ghost, but models with completely different powertrains.
The CEO explained that Spectre is a name given to otherworldly beings synonymous
with great power and apparition; creatures of an alternative realm that make their
presence felt through fleeting manifestation. “A spectre forces the world to pause.
It dominates the space it occupies.
Then, as quickly as it appears, it dissipates, leaving a wake of exhilaration, energy,
and intrigue,” he added.
“This name perfectly matches the extraordinary Rolls-Royce that we are announcing
today – a motor car that makes its presence felt before disappearing into a world
inaccessible to all but the very few. As a quintessentially British brand, we have
selected the British spelling, however, the meaning is universal.
With this product, the company aims to set its credentials for the full electrification
of the entire product portfolio by 2030. By then, Rolls-Royce will no longer be in the
business of producing or selling any internal combustion engine products.
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Torsten Müller-Ötvös, Global CEO of Rolls Royce

“Spectre is the living fulfilment of Charles Rolls’ Prophecy. My Promise, made on
behalf of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars, is kept. Now we begin a remarkable undertaking.
I am proud that we will continue to propel the world’s most progressive and
influential women and men into a brilliant, electrified future,” Müller-Ötvös
concluded. Source: Daily News

About: Rolls-Royce was bought in 1998 by the Volkswagen Group, which, embarrassingly, neglected to
acquire the rights to the Rolls-Royce name. BMW bought those rights that same year and took over
production of Rolls-Royce cars in 2003.
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United Kingdom

Johnson's exceptionalism will be the
undoing of the British

Boris Johnson is currently facing harsh criticism over his actions during the Corona

pandemic. Source: AP

Boris Johnson had every reason to fear this enquiry: A report by
the British parliament accuses the government of gross errors at
the beginning of the pandemic. It had been prepared for
something more like the flu.
London, October 13, 2021 - The verdict could hardly have been more damning:
Britain's initial response to the Corona pandemic was "one of the worst public health
failures" in the country's history. Groupthink, a belief in British "exceptionalism" and
a deliberately delayed response to the outbreak of the pandemic had led to the UK
performing "significantly worse" than other countries in the fight against Covid.
This is the conclusion reached by two committees of the British Parliament in a joint
report. The Tory MPs Jeremy Hunt and Greg Clark, both former ministers, were in
charge. For their 151-page report, the MPs spoke to more than 50 witnesses,
including former Health Secretary Matt Hancock.
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One of the most serious allegations against Boris Johnson's government is that it
tried to target the population at the beginning of the pandemic in order to create
herd immunity. Government officials and senior advisers have always vehemently
denied this. In their report, however, Hunt and Clark conclude that the government's
early decision to delay rather than contain the spread of the disease was "in practice"
an acceptance that herd immunity would result from mass infection.
• Ineffective vaccination offensive: Johnson's laissez-faire course
harms Britain's economic strength
• Britain calls on citizens to take Corona measures as they see fit.
There are to be no restrictions - although their drastic withdrawal in
July missed its target. The economy is stagnating.
The country's pandemic precautions had also been based too much on models for
flu epidemics, without incorporating lessons learned from the Sars, Mers or Ebola
outbreaks of previous years. This assessment is in line with the statements of an
unnamed high-ranking politician, whom the London Times quoted as saying as early
as April 2020: "All our planning was for flu. Basically, there was a divide between
scientists in Asia who saw (Covid) as a terrible, deadly disease like Sars that required
an immediate lockdown, and those in the West, particularly in the US and UK, who
saw it as flu."
According to the current report, the late imposition of the lockdown in March 2020
was not as a result of disagreements or due to bureaucratic delay. "It was a
deliberate policy measure," suggested by official government scientific advisers,
implemented by governments in all parts of the country. "It is now clear that it was
the wrong policy and resulted in a higher initial death toll than would have been the
case with a more forceful early policy." Source: Wirtschaftswoche

Germany

German solar car firm Sono Motors
files for U.S. IPO
Munich, October 22, 2021 - German solar car firm Sono Motors on Friday filed for a
U.S. initial public offering (IPO), looking to cash in on investor demand as
governments worldwide push for a shift to greener transport.
Reuters reported in March that Sono is exploring a U.S. stock market listing that may
value the company at more than $1 billion, citing people close to the matter.
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Solar cell panels are seen on the hood of German solar car company Sono Motors' prototype car "Sion" in
Munich, Germany, August 1, 2018. Picture taken August 1, 2018. REUTERS/Andreas Gebert/Files

Sono was founded in 2016 by four friends from a small garage in Munich, and is
developing the Sion, a fully electric vehicle that has solar cells integrated into its
bodywork. The car has a range of up to 305 kilometres (189.52 miles) and can be
charged via solar power or from conventional power outlets. It intends to begin
delivering the cars in the first half of 2023, the company said in its filing.
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New Atlas talk to Sono Motors CEO Jona Christians (left), and Co-Founders Navina Pernsteiner (centre), Laurin
Hahn (right) shown here with an early prototype of the upcoming Sion family EV. Image Sono Motors

Sono reported more than 14,000 reservations with advance payments, resulting in
total net cash inflows of 38.8 million euros from its customers by August-end, up
from total net cash inflows of 37.9 million euros at the end of June.
These reservations correspond to a net sales volume of about 300 million euros. It
plans to license and sell its solar technology to manufacturers of buses, trucks,
camper vans, trains and even boats, Sono said.
The company's filing, issued ahead of next month's COP26 global climate talks in
Glasgow, highlighted the need for climate-friendly and affordable electric mobility to
curb total CO2 emissions.
Government policy changes to tackle global warming could result in zero-emission
vehicles comprising around 30% of all vehicles on the road by 2030, a policy report
forecast on Monday.
According to a report by McKinsey & Company, the COVID-19 pandemic has also
prompted many governments to increase consumer incentives for electric vehicle
purchases as part of economic stimulus programs.
Berenberg and Craig-Hallum are underwriters on the offering. ($1 = 0.8593 euros)
Source: Reuters
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Brazil

Brazil to launch Bitcoin as a legal
payment currency

Photo by: André François McKenzie/Unsplash

New Delhi, October 8, 2021 - Bitcoin will soon be accepted as a legal currency in
Brazil, and this was revealed by the country’s own Federal Deputy, Aureo Ribeiro.
Based on the reports, the government official said that soon, citizens of Brazil would
be able to purchase houses, cars, food deliveries, and more using Bitcoin, a leading
decentralized digital currency.
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Ribeiro shared that their country is already preparing to vote on a cryptocurrency
regulation bill in the next few days. The said bill is expected to be presented to the
Plenary of the Chamber of Deputies soon. According to Coin Rivet via Yahoo Finance,
the new cryptocurrency law has been named the “Bill 2.303/15,” and it will lay out
regulations for virtual currencies in the country. If this is approved by the Chamber
of Deputies this week, Brazil will become the second nation after El Salvador to
legalize Bitcoin as a regular tender.
“We want to separate the wheat from the chaff, create
regulations so that you can trade, know where you’re
buying and know who you are dealing with,” the
publication quoted Ribeiro as saying in a statement.
“With this asset, you will be able to buy a house, a car,
go to McDonald’s to buy a hamburger and it will be a
currency in the country as it happened in other
countries.”

Brazil’s Federal Deputy, Aureo Ribeiro

Moreover, the deputy noted that Bitcoin is already being used in many places, and
for sure, Brazilians have also encountered them in some transactions, including when
investing, buying, or selling. Thus, he thinks this digital currency should be
welcomed. However, this is not yet regulated so it is not officially recognized yet as
a legal tender. This is why they need the approval of the government officials and if
they get a positive result, Ribeiro said other countries might copy their regulatory
model for cryptocurrency. Meanwhile, Coin Desk reported that the deputy is
convinced that the proposed Bill 2.303/15’s text has the attributes to upgrade the
existence of Bitcoin in Brazil.
“We debated for a few years for a text that recognizes this asset to finally arrive,”
he said. “This will allow transactions of this asset in our country which will be
regulated by a government agency.” Finally, he disclosed that they already have an
agreement with the country’s Central Bank and the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) so there is not many barriers for the approval of Bitcoin at this
point. Source: EconoTimes
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United States

Apollo invests $824m in NextEra Wind
New York, October 22, 2021 Apollo Global Management Inc.
has agreed to invest $824 million
in NextEra Energy Partners LP’s
acquisition of a 50% interest in a
portfolio of U.S. wind and solar
farms. Apollo is investing through
a convertible equity portfolio
financing agreement, the New
York-based firm said in a
statement. NextEra Energy Partners is buying the 2.5 gigawatts
portfolio from its parent company, NextEra Energy Inc. The portfolio consists of 13
utility-scale wind and solar farms, including three equipped with battery storage.
They’re expected to be operational at the time of funding and have long-term power
purchase agreements in place.
Marc Rowan, CEO of Apollo Global Management

NextEra Energy Partners is the publicly listed company
formed by NextEra Energy to buy wind, solar and other
energy projects. Sources: Bloomberg News / MERGERS&ACQUISITIONS /
Photo Credit: Bloomberg News

United States

CORE Industrial Partners buys 3DXTech,
Triton and Gearbox
October 26, 2021 - CORE Industrial Partners LLC has acquired 3DXTech, Triton and
Gearbox and has formed a new 3D printing manufacturing platform providing
additive manufacturing equipment, 3D printers, materials, and services. The new
company boasts an array of 3D printing products which will serve a variety of endmarkets including aerospace and defence, electronics, medical, automotive and
consumers.
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“The investments in 3DXTECH, Triton and Gearbox align with
our strategy to build an additive manufacturing platform
focused on 3D printing equipment and proprietary materials,”
said John May, managing partner of CORE.
John May, Core’s MD

“The company is recognized as an innovative, high-growth platform with a broad
range of filaments and a differentiated 3D printer offering,” said TJ Chung, senior
partner of CORE. “The company’s ‘materials first’ approach and open-source model
resonate with customers and provide a compelling value proposition in the highperformance additive manufacturing equipment and materials space.”
Winston & Strawn LLP provided legal representation to CORE in the transaction. Burr
& Forman LLP provided legal representation to the Company in the transaction. Source:
MERGERS&ACQUISITIONS

United States

Facebook lost close to
$100m in revenue,
affected 1.9b users in
worst outage since 2008
October 5, 2021 - The close to seven hours and 30 minutes global service outage
Facebook suffered Monday resulted in total lost revenues of about $99.9 million for
the company, according to Forbes Middle East’s calculations. Forbes estimates
Facebook co-founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg’s net worth to be at $116.8 billion
as of October 5, 2021.
Key numbers
The $99.9 million is based on the social media company’s second-quarter earnings
report which posted total revenue of $29.08 billion over a 91-day period. In a day,
that’s $319.5 million or $13.3 million in an hour.
This estimate does not account for Facebook’s peak traffic periods.
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According to Down Detector, users started reporting a problem with Facebook,
Instagram, WhatsApp, and Facebook Messenger at around 7:30 p.m. GST Monday.
The site said the social media platforms started coming back online at around 3:00
a.m. GST Tuesday, about seven hours and 30 minutes after it was first reported.
Social media giant Facebook said it had about 1.91 billion daily active users in
June.
In the quarterly report ending June 30, Facebook posted there were about 1.91
billion daily active users on average in June, which is a 7% increase from the previous
corresponding period. Its monthly active users totalled 2.90 billion in the same
month, a 7% increase from the same period a year ago. The family daily active
people were at 2.76 billion, a 12% increase from the previous corresponding period.
Family monthly active people was 3.51 billion, a 12% increase year-over-year.
With that number of users on the platform in a day, Monday’s outage resulted in
plenty of memes with frustrated users taking to Twitter or other social media sites.
According to the tech giant, advertising $28.6 billion revenue growth in the second
quarter was driven by a 47% year-over-year increase in the average price per ad
and a 6% increase in the number of ads delivered. Similar to the second quarter,
the company expects that advertising revenue growth will be driven primarily by
year-over-year advertising price increases during the rest of 2021.
What caused the outage?
Facebook said the outage was caused by a problem with its network configuration,
adding that it found no evidence that user data was compromised during the
downtime.
“Our engineering teams have learned that configuration changes on the backbone
routers that coordinate network traffic between our data centres caused issues that
interrupted this communication,” said Santosh Janardhan, Facebook’s VP for
Infrastructure, on the company’s engineering team blog. “This disruption to network
traffic had a cascading effect on the way our data centres communicate, bringing
our services to a halt.” For the entire time it was offline, Facebook’s core social
network, its photo app Instagram and its WhatsApp and Messenger services stopped
functioning.
Janardhan said at this time the team believed the root cause of this outage was a
faulty configuration change. “We also have no evidence that user data was
compromised as a result of this downtime,” he added. Source: Forbes ME
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United States

Hertz to buy 100,000 Tesla cars in push
to offer electric vehicles
Estero, Florida, October 25, 2021 - Car rental company Hertz has ordered 100,000
electric vehicles from Tesla in a move that some analysts say further validates a
growing electric vehicle movement in the U.S.
Hertz said Monday that it's buying the Tesla Model 3 cars by the end of 2022, and it
also will create its own electric vehicle-charging network. Hertz didn't disclose how
much it paid for the order, but analysts at Wedbush Securities estimated the deal at
$4.2 billion. The base price for a Model 3 is about $40,000.
"While Hertz is in the early stages of electrifying its rental car fleet, Tesla getting an
order of this magnitude highlights the broader electric vehicle adoption underway in
our opinion as part of this oncoming green tidal wave now hitting the U.S.," analysts
Daniel Ives and John Katsingris said in a research note.
Tesla's stock price soared after the Hertz announcement,
topping $1,020 in afternoon trade and valuing the company
at $1 trillion for the first time — more than Daimler, Ford,
General Motors, Honda, Toyota and Volkswagen put together.
Hertz interim CEO Mark Fields (pictured left) told the
Associated Press that the company has the capital and a
healthy balance sheet after emerging from bankruptcy
protection in June. Fields said Teslas are already arriving at
Hertz sites and should be available for rental in November.
He added that Hertz intends to lead as a mobility company
with the largest electric vehicle rental fleet in North
America.
The Wedbush analysts and Hertz officials said the demand
for electric vehicles is rising. The Wedbush analysts said
electric vehicles will grow to be a $5 trillion market over the
next decade. Surveys show that during the past five years,
consumers have progressed toward being interested in driving and buying electric
vehicles, Fields said. "More are willing to try and buy," said Fields, who took over as
interim CEO in October. "It's pretty stunning."
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Hertz is talking to other automakers about buying more electric vehicles as more
models enter the marketplace, said Fields, a former Ford Motor executive.
Hertz is also investing in its own charging network, planning for 3,000 chargers in
65 locations across the U.S. by the end of 2022, and 4,000 by the end of 2023, Fields
said.
Hertz emerged from bankruptcy protection in June after filing for bankruptcy
protection in May 2020. It was among the first major corporations to be felled by the
pandemic last year as infections surged and shut down travel on a global scale for
both companies and vacationers. Source: CBS NEWS

United States

Goldman Sachs cashes in on M&A wave
to cap stellar quarter for U.S. banks
New York, October 15, 2021 - Goldman Sachs Group Inc (GS.N) on Friday reported
a 66% surge in third-quarter profit that smashed expectations, as Wall Street's
biggest investment bank rode a record wave of M&A activity and initial public
offerings.
The bank posted profits of $5.28 billion up from $3.23 billion a year ago, capping a
stellar quarter for Wall Street lenders, which have benefited from a rebounding U.S.
economy, soaring equity markets and a global deal-making bonanza.
Shares of Goldman Sachs were up 2% in mid-morning trading.
Global M&A volumes have shattered all-time records, with deals worth over $1.5
trillion inked by the world's biggest investment banks in the third quarter, according
to Refinitiv data.
Goldman comfortably held its top ranking as the world's leading bank in M&A
advisory, according to the Refinitiv data.
Those surging M&A fees drove Goldman Sachs' overall financial advisory revenue up
225% to $1.65 billion, while underwriting revenue, which has been boosted by a
rush of private companies looking to go public, surged 33% to $1.90 billion.
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All told, Goldman's investment bank boasted its second-best quarter ever, with total
revenue of $3.70 billion, and executives said they expect revenues to continue to be
strong.
"I remain optimistic about (opportunities),"
Goldman Sachs Chief Executive Officer David
Solomon said on a call with analysts. "Activity
levels remain high particularly in investment
banking."
Goldman Sachs’ CEO David Solomon

Earnings per share were $14.93 from $8.98 a year earlier, outstripping the $10.18
per share analysts had predicted, according to the IBES estimate from Refinitiv.
Goldman's global markets trading business, which accounts for roughly 41% of
overall revenue, reported revenue of $5.61 billion, up 23%. The bank has been
steadily expanding its prime brokerage business, where it handles trades for hedge
funds, picking up clients and assets as other banks have trimmed their prime
divisions. Additionally, it has gained market share when it comes to financing clients'
equity investing, according to its quarterly report.

File photo: A view of the Goldman Sachs stall on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange July 16, 2013.
REUTERS/Brendan McDermid
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Those gains in prime brokerage and equity financing helped Goldman roughly double
its equity trading revenue this quarter to $3.1 billion from $2.1a year ago. That was
higher than rival Morgan Stanley, which reported trading revenue of $2.87 billion
and is typically number one in this line of business.
Morgan Stanley (MS.N) said on Thursday that its third-quarter profit rose 38%, while
JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM.N) reported a 24% rise. read more Citigroup Inc. (C.N)
and Bank of America Corp (BAC.N), which were likewise buoyed by deal fees and
equities trading, increased profits by 48% and 64%, respectively. All the banks
handily beat estimates.
"Clearly, upside was anticipated given what we'd seen from peers, but not this much
upside," Credit Suisse analyst Susan Roth Katzke wrote in a note to investors on
Friday. "The beat was broad-based."
Consumer Business
Goldman's consumer business, though small, has been key to its diversification
strategy.
As part of Chief Executive David Solomon's strategy to build alternative revenue
streams, Goldman is doubling down on Marcus, its consumer bank.
Since taking over from Lloyd Blankfein in 2018, Solomon has looked to diversify
revenue, with more focus on consumer banking, mass-market wealth management
and cash management.
Net revenue in Goldman's consumer banking unit rose 17% to $382 million, reflecting
higher credit card and deposit balances.
Total loans increased 28% to $143 billion in the quarter from a year earlier, a strong
result in a mixed quarter for loan growth across Wall Street.
JPMorgan said on Wednesday that loans were up 5% across the bank compared with
last year, while Citi was broadly flat. read more
Bank of America (BAC.N) and Wells Fargo (WFC.N) reported declines in loan growth
year-on-year.
Total revenue surged 26% to $13.61 billion in the quarter, handily beating estimates.
Source: Reuters
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Brazil

Marcelo Cohen, from Belvitur,
buys Flytour

Marcelo Cohen, new CEO of Flytour Group, and Elói D’Ávila de Oliveira, who founded Flytour 47 years ago

Mina Gerais, October 20, 2021 - On the one hand, a solid Minas Gerais group, with
58 years of activities, 250 employees, ten companies and the leadership of David
and Marcelo Cohen, father and son, owners of Belvitur. On the other, another iconic
group in Tourism, founded by Elói D’Ávila de Oliveira in 1974, which needs no
introduction, and which created an empire called Flytour.
In a meeting for many unlikely and driven by the pandemic, Marcelo Cohen, who
last year created his own investment fund for businesses in Tourism, made official
the purchase of Flytour today, in a R$ 500 million deal, involving investment in cash
in the company and financial transactions to clean up the acquired group. With the
acquisition, the expectation is that the new group will return to the sales levels of
2019, in the order of R$6.2 billion, and by the end of 2023, above R$10 billion. The
goal is to be the largest Tourism platform in Brazil.
According to Cohen, who spoke with the PANROTAS Portal, negotiations with Flytour
began in March, after an approach made by a friend.
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Due diligence and a deep dive into the company, Marcelo Cohen saw the opportunity
to create a grand, comprehensive, innovative and unique ecosystem, bringing
together the nine Flytour business units with the Belvitur companies and others he
bought in March 2020 to now, especially in the technology area.
A holding company is being created (the name will be released in the coming weeks)
to cover and manage the 15 current companies and another five should come within
a month, at the most, two, including operators and more technology companies.
With the new acquisitions, the group will embark over 700 thousand
passengers/month, 1 million room nights/month, becoming the largest privately-held
tourism company in Latin America, the third largest player in the same region and
the largest privately-held company closed also in general scope.
Independent brands, with individual management, but with the corporate providing
solutions, tools and synergies to all of them, will be the model of the holding, which
already has TMCs, operators, consolidator, websites for the sale of airline tickets and
insurance, franchises for stores leisure and corporate, events, technology and
aviation.
New structure
In addition to the corporate board, which has names like
Daniel Rodrigues, as executive director, Flavia Possani, as
Marketing Director, Fabio Castro, as CFO, several hires have
already been made in recent weeks, including professionals
in the corporate travel area (Reifer Souza and Gregório
Polaino), consolidation (Flavio Marques and Fernando Lermi), hospitality (Sandro
Reis), among many others.
Flytour currently has 1,050 employees, against 2,500 in 2016, right after the merger
with Gapnet. Speaking of mergers, the name Gapnet no longer exists in the
consolidator and all former partners leave the business. The Oliveiras leave, the
Cohens enter. Marcelo Cohen takes over 100% of the company and the previous
family management are the founder Elói Oliveira, who will have a seat on the board
and help in the transition, and the director of the franchises, Fábio Oliveira, son of
Elói.
Capitalised, with ambitions to attract new investments and niches, with new talents
and the seriousness and tradition of two important groups (Belvitur and Flytour),
Nova Flytour will be part of the holding created by Marcelo Cohen, Flytour’s new
CEO, and returns to its place highlight that it had before the crisis, always one of the
references in the sector. Source: playcrazygame
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United States

Here’s how
much the new
Co-CEOs of
KKR are worth
(L to R) Scott Nuttall and Joe Bae
are both already billionaires, Forbes
calculates. Image by KKR

New York, October 12, 2021 - Scott Nuttall and Joe Bae, the successors to Henry
Kravis and George Roberts as co-CEOs of private equity giant KKR, have been on
parallel tracks to the top for a quarter century at the firm, and they’ve been
generously rewarded with stock and carried interest pay-outs in the process.
Nuttall and Bae are both already billionaires, Forbes calculates, with Nuttall boasting
an estimated $1.2 billion fortune and Bae’s net worth sitting at $1.1 billion. The two
men were named KKR’s second pair of co-CEOs effective immediately in a press
release Monday, with Kravis and Roberts stepping back from the $430 billion (assets)
firm they cofounded with Jerome Kohlberg in 1976. Forbes estimates Roberts, 78, is
worth $9.1 billion and Kravis, 77, is worth $8.6 billion. A spokesperson for KKR
declined to comment on these estimates.
A generation younger, Nuttall and Bae each joined KKR in their early 20s in 1996
after brief stints at Blackstone and Goldman Sachs, respectively. Both were named
co-presidents in 2017, cementing the firm’s succession plans.
“We have spent virtually our entire careers at KKR because Henry and George are
visionaries who not only shaped the business world but created a really special firm,”
Nuttall and Bae said in a joint statement.
“We are fortunate to have learned from and been mentored and inspired by two of
the world’s most innovative investors of all time.”
Nuttall, 48, rose up the ranks at KKR to lead its global capital and asset management
division, and he spearheaded its 2010 initial public offering.
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He has also served on the board of financial services firm Fiserv since its $22 billion
acquisition of KKR- backed First Data Corp. in 2019. Bae, 49, led the firm’s expansion
into Asia and serves on all of its private market’s investment committees.
KKR is headquartered in the Solow Building at 9 West 57th Street,
Manhattan, New York, with offices in Menlo Park, San Francisco,
Houston, London, Dublin, Paris, Madrid, Luxembourg, Hong Kong, Tokyo,
Beijing, Shanghai, Mumbai, Dubai, Riyadh, Seoul, São Paulo, Singapore, and
Sydney.

Both men’s promotions in 2017 came with generous stock
awards and incentive packages. They both received 6.35
million shares or equivalent KKR Group Partnership Units in
November 2017 that vest in annual instalments through
2022, and they received the promise of an additional 2.5
million shares if KKR’s shares closed above $40 for 10
consecutive trading days before the end of 2022. That benchmark was cleared in
January this year - KKR’s stock has more than doubled since the beginning of 2020
and now trades at $65. Both Nuttall and Bae have also received more than $120
million in compensation excluding stock awards since 2017, according to KKR’s
annual reports. In 2020 alone, they both got nearly $36 million in cash payments of
carried interest.
Despite their wealth and youth, Nuttall and Bae are still unlikely to ever wield the
same control over the firm that its founders do. They each own less than 2% of KKR,
which has a market capitalization of $56 billion, and as part of its leadership
transition, KKR announced it is eliminating its dual class stock structure by 2026 to
give all of its shareholders equal voting rights of one vote per share. Source: Forbes ME
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United States

Las Vegas hotel sells 11 Picassos for
nearly $110m
• Eleven Pablo Picasso paintings that have been displayed at a Las Vegas hotel
for more than 20 years have been sold for nearly $110m.
• The works, which were owned by MGM Resorts, were on display in the
Picasso Restaurant at the Bellagio Hotel
• The highest price was paid for the 1938 painting Woman in a Red-Orange
Beret, which features Picasso's lover and muse Marie-Thrse Walter that sold
for $40.5 million
Las Vegas, Nevada, October
26, 2021 - Eleven Pablo
Picasso paintings that have
been displayed at a Las
Vegas hotel for more than 20
years have been sold for
nearly $110m.

diversity of its fine arts collection.

The works, which were
owned by MGM Resorts,
were on display in the
Picasso Restaurant at the
Bellagio Hotel. Company
officials have said the sale of
the Picasso's will allow it to

At auction, the works included nine paintings and two ceramic pieces by Picasso,
who died in 1973.
The highest price was paid for the 1938 painting Woman in a Red-Orange Beret,
which features Picasso's lover and muse Marie-Thrse Walter. It sold for $40.5 million.
It had been expected to bring in between $20m and $30m.
Also, the large portrait, entitled Homme et Enfant (Man and Child), sold for $24.4m.
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"At nearly 2m (6.5ft) tall, the 1959 work is a hugely impressive example of Picasso's
achievements during this important stage in his career," the auction house,
Sotheby's, said.
Also sold were Nature Morte au Panier de Fruits et aux Fleurs (Still life with fruit
basket and flowers), which was painted by Picasso during the Nazi occupation of
Paris in 1942. It sold for $16.6m.
"Despite the destruction and hardship of World War Two, the years between 194044 resulted in one of Picasso's richest periods," Sotheby's said. Source: South East Asia Post

United States

Mapping the
M&A landscape
By John Hornblower
Managing Partner, VR Mergers &
Acquisitions in Aspen, CO. U.S.A.

Thinking of buying or selling a business but not sure how to go about doing it?
You're not alone. Many first-time buyers and sellers are unfamiliar with the
complicated merger and acquisition process, making enlisting the assistance of a
team of business, financial and legal advisors essential.
Before you hire an expert, however, learn a little about the major players in M&A
deals.
Buyers and sellers
Buyers can generally be divided into two main categories: financial and strategic.
Financial buyers acquire companies for the anticipated return on their investment.
They typically have some experience in the industry - for example, private equity
funds that specialize in technology businesses. These types of buyers may want to
manage the companies they buy themselves, install new management or leave
existing management in place.
Strategic buyers are usually companies that seek synergies between the business
they're acquiring and their own organization. These synergies might include:
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•

Economies of scale,

•

Elimination of redundancies,

•

Addition of new products, customer bases and sales channels, or

•

Greater geographic reach.

Because of anticipated synergies, strategic buyers are, in most cases, willing to pay
more for a business than financial buyers.
Of course, a company may also be purchased by insiders such as family members or
employees. Relatives with an ongoing interest in a business and who know how to
manage it for growth often make good buyers. Or a business may offer ownership
to executives or loyal employees through an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP),
which enables employees to buy shares over a period of time.
Owners become sellers for a variety of reasons. They may be entrepreneurs who
enjoy the challenge and financial rewards of starting or buying a business, growing
it, and then selling it for a profit. Or they may be ready to retire and cash out on
their years of hard work. Often these sell-ers don't have family members willing or
able to take over the business.
Familiar names, new roles
A variety of professionals assist buyers and sellers in M&A deals - some of whom you
may already work with on a regular basis. These include:
Bankers
A personal banker familiar with your company and the business community can be
a useful source of information and may be able to recommend M&A experts. Whether
you're a buyer or seller, it's important to keep your banker updated on your plans
and progress.
Accountants
Accountants are skilled in preparing and interpreting financial statements for a
variety of purposes, including business analysis and valuation, and can draw up
adjusted income statements and balance sheets. These financial statements help
prospective buyers estimate how much of a return they could expect if they operated
a business using their own methods. Accountants usually work with attorneys
experienced in M&A transactions and skilled intermediaries to procure the deal.
Attorneys
While your attorney may be able to provide M&A advice, lawyers who specialize in
corporate transactions are recommended for negotiating and contractually
documenting the best terms for a business sale.
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Generally, these specialists are knowledgeable about securities law, corporate
finance, taxation, real estate, and estate planning. Drawing on this broad knowledge
base, they can help minimize the risk of potential mistakes, misunderstandings and
conflicts between buyers and sellers.
M&A specialists
Several types of professionals specialize in introducing buyers and sellers and
negotiating transactions. Business brokers are most commonly hired by small
businesses when a straightforward sale of a company's stock and assets is involved.
They're practiced in pricing and packaging businesses for immediate offering to
buyers. Brokers typically have access to a network of buyers and actively prospect
for business owners ready to sell.
Skilled full-time professional mid-market advisors are usually capable of handling all
aspects of an M&A deal - including preliminary valuation, financial due diligence,
researching buyers, negotiating a deal's structure, pricing, and working with other
transaction advisors. They may work with all sizes of companies but are more
commonly employed for larger deals.
The CBA / VR Global Alliance of M&A advisors and business brokers generally
maintain contact with a network of trusted buyers.
Due diligence help
Business buyers increasingly turn to specialists for help with due diligence - the
process of gathering and evaluating data about the business they hope to acquire.
Due diligence experts may do everything from inspecting a seller's offices and
production facilities to interviewing management and employees and analysing
financial records. Insurance specialists can also be used in a risk-management role,
evaluating company insurance coverage and claims.
Auditors may be useful for interviewing accounting personnel and financial
statements to verify their accuracy. Finally, private investigators can research the
backgrounds of key executives for possible fraudulent activity and
misrepresentations.
Team effort
Whether you're buying or selling, you will likely be best served by a team of qualified
M&A professionals with varied expertise. It's virtually impossible to do everything
yourself particularly because you have a business to run so, instead, focus on
effectively managing your team.
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Japan

Japan start-up targets supercar users
with $700,000 hoverbike

Japanese start-up
A.L.I. Technologies'
Chief Executive
Daisuke Katano poses
next to its "XTurismo
Limited Edition"
hoverbike during its
demonstration at Fuji
Speedway in Oyama,
Shizuoka Prefecture,
Japan, October 26,
2021.
REUTERS/Stringer

Tokyo, October 26, 2021 - A Japanese start-up backed by soccer player Keisuke
Honda hopes to persuade wealthy consumers to swap their supercar for a 77.7m
yen ($680,000) hoverbike which went on sale on Tuesday. The "XTurismo Limited
Edition" from Tokyo-based drone start-up A.L.I. Technologies is equipped with a
conventional engine and four battery-powered motors and promises to fly for 40
minutes at up to 100 kph (62 mph).
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"Until now the choice has been to move on the ground or at scale in the sky. We
hope to offer a new method of movement," Chief Executive Daisuke Katano told
Reuters.
The black and red hoverbike consists of a motorcycle-like body on top of propellers.
The machine rests on landing skids when stationary.
The start-up, whose backers include industrial heavyweights Mitsubishi Electric
(6503.T) and Kyocera (6971.T), demonstrated the bike with a short flight a few
metres off the ground at a racetrack near Mount Fuji.
Katano said that in the near term its uses will be limited to such sites - and will not
be allowed to fly over Japan's packed roads. But the bike could be used by rescue
teams to reach difficult to access locations, he said.
Strict regulations in Japan driven by safety concerns have hobbled the growth of
sectors like ride sharing. Pending rule changes could extend the bike's potential
applications, Katano said.
Funding is flowing to start-ups from California-based Joby Aviation to Israel's AIR
who promise to usher in an era of personal air transportation from jetpacks to flying
taxis.
Commercial success for A.L.I. Technologies, whose suppliers include engine maker
Kawasaki Heavy (7012.T), would help reinforce Japan's industrial edge amid a
generational shift towards new technology such as autonomous and electric vehicles.
Source: Reuters

In a video grab from Japanese start-up A.L.I. Technologies, the "XTurismo Limited Edition" hoverbike is
pictured during its demonstration at Fuji
Speedway in Oyama, Shizuoka Prefecture,
Japan, October 26, 2021.
A.L.I.
Technologies/Handout via REUTERS
Japan start-up targets supercar users with
$700,000 hoverbike
The 'XTurismo Limited Edition' is equipped
with a conventional engine and four
battery-powered motors and promises to
fly for 40 minutes at up to 100 kph.
Click here to see the video

https://www.reuters.com/video/watch/japan-startup-unveils-680000-hoverbikeid737410822?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_term=The%20Reuters%20Daily%20Briefing&utm_content=Deloitte%2010-2721%20Sponsorship&utm_campaign=Deloitte%2010-27-21%20Sponsorship
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Australia

Liverpool Partners
takes majority
stake in Seven
Miles Coffee
Roasters
Sydney, October 11, 2021 – Law firm Gilbert + Tobin has advised on the financing
elements revolved around Liverpool Partner’s majority stake acquisition in Seven
Miles Coffee Roasters.
Firm: Gilbert + Tobin (represents Epsilon Direct Lending).
Deal: Epsilon Direct Lending has been advised on the financing of Liverpool Partner’s
majority stake in Seven Miles Coffee Roasters, as well as the Australian Beverage
Corporation.
Key players: The G+T team was led by partner and head of banking Gail Christopher,
with support from banking lawyers Elizabeth Athanassios and Catrina Chen and
graduate Kin Pan.
Deal significance: Epsilon Direct Lending is a new non-bank lender that provides
loans to middle-market Australian companies looking to accelerate growth through
acquisitions, expansions, and buyouts.
Meanwhile, Seven Miles Coffee Roasters has been in operation for more than 50
years and is an Australia based speciality coffee group that serves more than 800
cafes and thousands of retail customers across Australia.
“We were delighted to work with the Epsilon Direct Lending again on another great
private equity transaction,” said G+T’s Gail Christopher.
“Epsilon’s entry into the market strengthens the growing non-bank lending market
in Australia, and we are delighted to have been given the opportunity to partner with
them.” Source: LawyersWeekly
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India

Morgan Stanley
downgrades
Indian markets,
advises partial
sell-off
Is the latest global
brokerage to either
downgrade India or
recommend higher
allocation to other Asian
markets
Mumbai, October 28, 2021 - Morgan Stanley has downgraded domestic equities from
‘overweight’ (OW) to ‘equalweight’ (EW) and recommended taking some money off
the table.
“We move tactically EW on India equities after strong relative gains. We expect a
structural multi-year earnings recovery, but at 24 times forward (P/E) we look for
some consolidation ahead of Fed tapering, an RBI hike in February and higher energy
costs,” Morgan Stanley equity strategist led by Daniel Blake and Jonathan Garner
have said in a note on Asia Pacific markets.
The brokerage has upgraded Indonesia to OW, while maintaining an EW stance on
China and UW on Taiwan.
Morgan Stanley becomes the latest global brokerage to either downgrade India or
recommend higher allocation to other Asian markets.
In the recent past, HSBC, UBS, Nomura and Jefferies have increased weightage to
China and other Asian markets, while raising concerns over India's expensive
valuations. Earlier, Morgan Stanley ran a 50 basis points (bps) overweight on the
Indian market in the Asia Pacific (ex-Japan) and Emerging Market portfolio. However,
India’s outperformance this year vis-à-vis the EM peers has prompted the brokerage
to move to a neutral stance.
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The Indian markets have rallied 26 per cent in the past six months and outperformed
the MSCI EM index by 30 percentage points.
“This strong outperformance is partly due to bullish consensus earnings expectations
(+34 per cent YoY EPS growth for 2021 and +18 per cent for 2022) and a favourable
reform agenda,” said Morgan Stanley.
“However, while the fundamental leading indicators are positive, we see valuations
as increasingly constraining returns over the next 3-6 months, particularly as we
head towards Fed tapering, absorbing the impact of higher energy costs and our
expectations of a first RBI hike for the cycle in February 2022. Notwithstanding the
already-sharply upgraded consensus earnings through 2021, India's 12-month
forward P/E ratio has moved to an all-time high of 24.1 times. As a result, India is
the most expensive market in our model on EM-relative five-year trailing z-score of
P/B and P/E,” it has noted.
Morgan Stanley said it believes the Indian markets might take a breather from here
and look for some consolidation.
The benchmark Sensex on Thursday closed at 59,985, down nearly 3 per cent from
its peak made last week. Source: Business Standard

Japan

Japan's Orix to sell software firm Yayoi
for more than $1.75 bln
Tokyo, October 26, 2021 Japanese financial services
group Orix Corp (8591.T) is
likely to sell software
business Yayoi Co for more
than 200 billion yen ($1.75
billion), Bloomberg reported
on Tuesday.
The logo of Orix Corp is pictured in
Tokyo, Japan April 7, 2015.
REUTERS/Toru Hanai
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Bain Capital, KKR (KKR.N) and Blackstone Inc (BX.N) are among the bidders, it said,
adding that the second round of bidding will take place as early as late November.
Orix is aiming to complete the sale by the March end of this financial year, according
to the report.
Orix and Bain were not immediately available to comment. Blackstone and KKR
declined to comment. Orix bought Yayoi for over 80 billion yen in 2014. ($1 = 114
yen) Sources: Bloomberg, Reuters

Taiwan

Apple key supplier TSMC posts 13.8%
jump in Q3 profit on strong chip demand

TSMC said it will build a fabrication facility in Japan for specialty chips. Image Michael Vi/shutterstock.com

Taipei, October 14, 2021 - Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC) posted
Thursday a 13.8% rise in profit for the quarter ending September 30 on the back of
a global chip demand surge and rising chip prices, and sales of new smartphones
and other gadgets.
Forbes estimates TSMC founder Morris Chang’s real-time net worth to be $2.7 billion
as of October 14, 2021.
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Surging chip demand
The Taiwan chip giant, which is a key supplier to Apple, Nvidia and Qualcomm,
announced a third-quarter net income of $5.56 billion and a 12.0% rise in revenue
of $14.88 billion. Year-over-year, the company’s revenue saw a 22.6% increase.
TSMC-made advanced chips are used in everything from high-end smartphones like
Apple’s recently unveiled 5G iPhone 13 to artificial intelligence and cars. The 5G
iPhones contain the world’s first processor built from 5 nano meter transistors, the
A14. TSMC’s chips are also in leading-edge computers, servers, and smartphones
from other vendors. Advanced technologies, defined as 7-nanometer and more
advanced technologies, accounted for 52% of total wafer revenue.
Crucial quote
“Our third quarter business was mainly supported by strong demand across all four
growth platforms, which are smartphone, high performance computing (HPC),
internet of things (IoT) and automotive-related applications,” said Wendell Huang,
TSMC VP and CFO, in a statement.
“Moving into fourth quarter 2021, we expect our business to be supported by strong
demand for our industry-leading 5nm technology.”
Japan expansion
Meanwhile, TSMC said as part of its expansion plans, it will build a fabrication facility
for specialty chips in Japan with production expected to begin in late 2024 amid
chronic chip shortages. The world’s biggest contract chipmaker said it has the
Japanese government’s support for the facility.
It is still, however, subject to board approval, according to a Bloomberg report.
Bloomberg further stated the Japanese government has said it is considering
financial incentives to improve the security of the country’s supply chain. Chip
shortages have hammered companies across the globe, especially in the automotive
industry where an estimated $210 billion in sales will be lost for lack of sufficient
components.
TSMC’s new facility is expected to manufacture 28- and 22-nanometer chips,
relatively older technologies but still important for autos, Bloomberg reported.
What to watch for
For the upcoming quarter, the company expects its revenue to be between $15.4
billion and $15.7 billion. Gross profit margin is expected to be between 51% and
53%, and operating profit margin between 39% and 41%. Source: Forbes ME
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China

Billionaire Zhong Shanshan beats Chinese
tech moguls to become China's richest
person

Bottled water tycoon Zhong Shanshan leads China’s rich list with a personal fortune of $66.5 billion.
Image by STR / CNS / AFP

Dubai, October 27, 2021 - Bottled water tycoon Zhong Shanshan is now the richest
person in China, according to Forbes' Real-Time World's Billionaires list, with
ByteDance founder Zhang Yiming on the second spot, even as Alibaba founder and
the wealthiest Chinese billionaire for years Jack Ma has fallen to the fourth rank amid
a government crackdown on his business empire.
Wealth soars
A rise in the shares of bottled water company Nongfu Spring, and medical products
manufacturer Beijing Wantai Biological Pharmacy, both of which got listed last year,
have propelled Zhong to the top of China’s wealthiest.
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According to Forbes’ calculations, Zhong’s real-time net worth was $66.4 billion as
of October 27, 2021, swelling by $1.4 billion over the previous day. That fortune
makes him the 19th richest person on the planet. Notably, he was ranked third in the
Forbes China Rich List 2020, with a fortune of $53.9 billion.
Zhang Yiming, the founder of ByteDance that owns short-form video platform
TikTok, is the second richest in China with an estimated wealth of $59.4 billion, as
per Forbes. Zhang was number nine on the Forbes China Rich List last year. The
billionaire could rise to the top in the rankings going ahead if the buzz that ByteDance
is looking to go public turns out to be true.
Gaming curbs hurt Tencent founder
The third richest among Chinese billionaires is Ma Huateng, Chairman and CEO of
internet giant and WeChat owner Tencent Holdings, with a personal fortune of $48.3
billion, as per Forbes. He was ranked second in the China Rich List last year with a
wealth of $55.2 billion, which has fallen owing to new and stricter restrictions on
gaming time for minors by Chinese authorities.
Ma slides
With a fortune of $41.7 billion, Alibaba founder Jack Ma, the former richest in China
and Asia for many years, has fallen to fourth among China’s wealthiest. His fortune
is down by more than a third from $65.6 billion last year after falling out of favor,
following a speech criticizing China’s financial regulators, while Alibaba’s market
value has plunged by more than $300 billion since then.
This led to regulators pulling the plug on Ant Group’s $37 billion IPO and a $2.75
billion fine on Alibaba following an antitrust probe, and a crackdown on Chinese tech
companies. Ma, who is reportedly visiting research institutions in The Netherlands,
had retired as Alibaba's chairman in 2019.
Wei Jianjun, who leads China’s largest SUV manufacturer Great Wall Motor, rounds
up the top five Chinese billionaires with a fortune of $33.2 billion as of Wednesday
on Forbes real-time billionaires list.
Key background
Amid an intense regulatory tightening, the Chinese technology sector has been
hammered in the country in recent months. Ride-hailing firm Didi was reportedly
ordered in July to stop user registrations and comply with Chinese data protection
rules, just days after its $4.4 billion US IPO. Chinese technology firms have seen
billions of dollars wiped off of their valuations since then. The crackdown has
expanded from e-commerce, finance technology, and data security, to media, afterschool education, and gaming. Source: Forbes ME
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Australia

Tech-driven M&A deals ‘will continue
beyond the pandemic’

Saranpaal Calais, Technology Lawyer

Sydney, October 19, 2021 – Technology trends will continue to dominate the M&A
market, both globally and in Australia, according to Allen & Overy’s latest M&A
insights report.
A&O’s Q3 2021 M&A Insights report: Rethinking priorities as transactions boom looks
at the new issues and trends impacting the global M&A market as well as postpandemic trends in M&A litigation.
Following the release of the report, A&O Sydney senior associate and digital and
technology lawyer Saranpaal Calais said that the technology sector is driving a lot of
M&A activity as the world emerges from the pandemic, with the Australian market
being no exception.
“Part of this trend is driven by COVID-19 itself, with digital infrastructure and the
digital economy more broadly being resilient to the pandemic with the accelerated
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adoption of tech across society – from ecommerce to telemedicine, access to
government services, and remote working,” he said.
“This will continue beyond the pandemic, with more deals focused on softwareenabled solutions, automation and AI, analytics and deep tech.”
Additionally, the report notes that data and intellectual property are becoming
increasingly central to M&A deals, Mr Calais continued.
“They are often seen as critical value-generating assets of a business, and their
treatment – including from a separation, migration, and compliance perspective – is
key to a successful transaction. We have seen regulatory requirements grow, largely
driven by the EU but expanding globally; for instance, the General Data Protection
Regulation, or GDPR, and recent proposals to regulate AI,” he said.
“The market has seen some of the consequences of cybersecurity risk, with
governments and corporates increasingly exposed by virtue of their digital
transformation initiatives. M&A dealmakers must factor this in and carry out far
deeper due diligence around cyber-risk.
“Compared with traditional industry, tech-enabled sectors are achieving far greater
scale more quickly now, thanks to large-scale cloud infrastructure and digital sales
channels. Markets can be entered into more quickly, and new products created and
deployed more easily. This invites global capital and strategic investors to scour the
globe for M&A opportunities – not limited by national or geographic boundaries,” Mr
Calais added.
There are also a number of global trends set to have an impact on the Australian
M&A market moving forward – the growth of strategic collaborations and commercial
alliances as an alternative to traditional M&A transactions being a strong trend.
“These collaborations between companies – driven by sharing of strategic IP, data
and technology, product expertise, and market access – are increasingly seen as an
alternative to M&A transactions, or a precursor to M&A for companies looking to ‘test’
a relationship,” Mr Calais said.
“We are likely to see strong growth of these collaborations here. Australian lawyers
should be aware of this and of how they differ to other M&A transactions. They
require a strong awareness of digital business models, an understanding of
commercial drivers and risks, novel approaches to managing intellectual property
and data, and a focus on generating value-accretive outcomes for both parties.
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“We have seen interest from US strategic investors and private capital in Australian
tech companies – particularly those who are category leaders (like Afterpay) or offer
globally scalable platforms (like Canva). We hope this trend continues to drive
innovation here,” he added.
Overall, Australian lawyers need to become more aware of these trends for future
M&A deals in the Australian market.
“All companies in Australia – from banks to mining, telco to manufacturing – are
underpinned by tech and data, and Australian lawyers must become more familiar
with the ways in which tech, data and IP play a critical and strategic role on M&A
here,” Mr Calais added.
“Clients operating in Australia will increasingly require sophisticated advice on data
and IP in transactions – including commercialisation opportunities and risks,
Australian regulatory compliance requirements, cybersecurity risk, and issues around
data and IP separation and migration in this market.” Source: LawyersWeekly
Quote of the day
"Prior to lockdown, you could place an advertisement and have hundreds of
applicants. Now you're lucky if you get five"
Rhondda Everingham
Hiring manager at Sydney's AlSeasons
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Saudi Arabia

Saudi-Based Khwarizmi Ventures closes
$63m fund to invest in regional start-ups

Abdulaziz Al-Turki. Managing Partner of Khwarizmi Ventures. Image by Khwarizmi.

Riyadh, October 14, 2021 - Khwarizmi Ventures (KV), a Saudi-based venture capital
fund that invests in early-stage MENAP start-ups, has announced the first closing of
its $63 million fund, backed by private investors and family offices.
Led by Yasser AlKadi as founding partner and Abdulaziz Al-Turki as managing
partner, Khwarizmi Ventures’ first fund will be focusing on technology-enabled startups across all sectors in the Middle East and North Africa and Pakistan (MENAP),
Abdulaziz Al-Turki told Forbes Middle East. "We have a large number of Saudi
businessmen and family offices investing in the fund,” added Al-Turki, without giving
the names of investors backing the fund.
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Ticket size
The fund has already started to haunt start-ups with a minimum ticket size of
$500,000 per deal. “We have an active deal flow even before we closed the fund,”
noted Al-Turki. “In the last couple of months, we have closed 4 investments including
TAG and POS Rocket that were publicly announced,” he revealed.
With the fund being MENAP-focused, Al-Turki believes that Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and
Pakistan are all very promising markets in the next few years. “In addition to the
UAE, the current market leader who we think will continue to have great deals.”
Starting its activities in 2018 as a VC firm, Khwarizmi Ventures had previously made
several investments in logistics, fintech, e-commerce, food-tech, health-tech, and
HR-tech. It invested at the very early stages of regional start-ups such as eyewa and
TruKKer.
“Prior to fund closing, we had smaller ticket size and were generally less active. Since
2018 we have entered over 20 companies,” said Al-Turki.
Apart from injecting capital, KV said it supports the expansion and growth journey
of start-ups it invests in. “We’d love for our portfolio companies to think of us as an
extension of their teams when tackling matters like expanding to the Saudi market,
connecting to strategic partners, recruiting and growth hacking, and securing latestage funding,” Abdulaziz Al-Turki clarified.
As for the fund’s second closing, the entrepreneur said that “things will be clearer
towards the end of the year.”
Saudi start-ups gain
The new fund comes as MENA start-ups continue to attract huge funding of nearly
$2 billion to date, according to Forbes estimates.
UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt are bagging the largest chunk of capital. This year,
Saudi Unifonic and Tamara secured the second and fourth largest funding in the
MENA region with $125 million and $116 million, respectively. Kitopi is the most
funded start up in 2021 with $415 million while Egypt's Halan secured $120 million,
a third largest funding since the year started.
The region has also welcomed several start-up-focused funds. Last week, Egypt's
Sequence Ventures launched "Deep-Tech," a $32 million venture capital investment
platform that will invest in Egyptian start-ups across sectors including health-tech,
fintech, ed-tech, logistics and devOps. Source: Forbes ME
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MENA

Deutsche hires former Credit Suisse
banker to lead MENA investment banking

The headquarters of Germany's Deutsche Bank are pictured in Frankfurt, Germany, September 21, 2020.
REUTERS/Ralph Orlowski

Dubai, October 27, 2021 - Deutsche Bank (DBKGn.DE) has hired former Credit Suisse
banker Saad Benani to lead its investment banking business in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA), an internal memo seen by Reuters showed.
The bank has appointed Benani as managing director and head of investment
banking coverage and advisory for the MENA region, the memo said.
Deutsche bank declined to comment when contacted by Reuters on Wednesday.
"Saad will be responsible for developing and implementing our coverage & advisory
strategy in the region, including with the sovereign wealth funds," the memo said.
Source: Reuters
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Saudi Arabia / United Kingdom

Why Saudi Arabia's $413m Newcastle
purchase can be considered a 'bargain'
Simon Chadwick, global professor of the Eurasian Sport Industry
and director, Centre for the Eurasian Sport Industry, explains
how the deal is about more than simply buying a football club

Saudi Arabia is trying to project a new, different, progressive, more modern image in its deal with
Newcastle United. Image: Bloomberg

Saudi Arabia's Public Investment Fund (PIF), which has acquired a majority stake in
Premier League football club Newcastle United, is chaired by Mohammed bin Salman,
the son of the Saudi king and the man considered the de facto ruler of the country.
Riyadh, October 10, 2021 - As the dust settles on the news that Newcastle United
has become the latest football club to be taken over by Middle East money men; and
fans of the Premier League outfit draw up Fantasy Football-style shopping lists for
transfer targets to take to Tyneside, Arabian Business takes a look behind the
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headlines and finds out why now is the right time for Saudi Arabia’s Public
Investment Fund to kick off its overseas spending in the sport. European leagues are
no strangers to Middle East owners and investors, Paris St Germain (owned by the
Qatar Sports Investment) and Manchester City (Abu Dhabi United Group), may
arguably be the highest profile, but there are plenty of other examples in the shape
of Sheffield United (Abdullah bin Musaid Al Saud), Everton (Iranian billionaire Farhad
Moshiri), Hull City (Egyptian billionaire Assem Allam) and Malaga (Sheikh Abdullah
Al Thani, a member of the Qatari royal family).
We talked exclusively with Simon Chadwick, global professor of the Eurasian Sport
Industry and director, Centre for the Eurasian Sport Industry, about why this is the
right time for Saudi Arabia to join the party.
Why is Newcastle and the Premier League so important to Saudi Arabia?
Initially when the takeover was proposed there seemed to be this view that it was a
speculative acquisition. But the fact that PIF has hung around for really the best part
of two years suggests that this is not a speculative acquisition, nor is it a vanity
purchase, that there's something more strategic about it.
I think in terms of Saudi Arabia, obviously the country is committing significant
amounts of money to sport and to football and this is all part of its pursuit of Vision
2030. And there will be impact upon, for example, the development of Saudi Arabian
football - you can imagine young Saudi professionals coming to train with Newcastle
United, getting experience of a Premier League club and a Premier League
environment.
But I think, in my view, it goes beyond this. In terms of a revenue-generating asset,
you only have to look at Paris St Germain. In 2011 the club was generating less than
100 million euros-a-year and now, ten years on, and the club is generating more
than 600 million euros-a-year.
It's not inconceivable that by 2030 Paris St Germain will be turning over in excess of
a billion euros-a-year in business. So, there is a revenue-generating asset there.
I think the club will also be used as the basis for promoting Saudi Arabia's wider
political economic goals. The Saudi Arabian government wants to create a new airline
to rival Emirates and Qatar Airways and to establish Riyadh as a transit hub. What
better way to promote this new airline when it is launched than by having the name
on Newcastle United's shirts? The Premier League is screened in more than 200
territories across the world and so £300 million for coverage of that nature is a
bargain.
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Simon Chadwick, global professor of the Eurasian Sport Industry
and director, Centre for the Eurasian Sport Industry.

But I think there are local things
here too. We know that the
Reuben brothers are involved in
the deal. The Reuben brothers
are property billionaires and I
suspect that there may be
infrastructure and property
related issues here, including
one of the things that Newcastle United needs - a new
stadium that's going to deliver
the types of revenue that we
talked about earlier with Paris
St Germain.

But at the same time there is a need for wider residential, commercial real estate
development in Newcastle and in the north-east generally and what ownership of a
football club does is it enables that kind of development to take place.
The other thing to keep in mind too is that the River Tyne is a container port, a
container destination, a port city and as we know Saudi Arabia is trying to create this
global network of container ports and the biggest of those are actually in Saudi
Arabia itself.
We also know too that, they are referring to the north-east of England as the new
Saudi Arabia of wind power, so I know the River Tees in Middlesbrough and the River
Tyne in Newcastle, they're really competing with one another to become an
important capital for the manufacture and distribution and also placement of wind
turbines.
Mohammed bin Salman is the
Chairman of Saudi Arabia's
Public Investment Fund (PIF),
which has acquired a majority
stake in Premier League football
club Newcastle United. Bin Salman
is the son of the Saudi King and the
man considered the de facto ruler
of the country.
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So I can see some long-term political and economic benefits from the investment,
specifically within political terms. Saudi Arabia is trying to project a new, different,
progressive, more modern image, and by it being associated with the Premier League
it has the platform to be able to do that.
Do you think we can expect Manchester City-style investment in
Newcastle?
I do and I think it's entirely feasible that part of the game plan could be to create
this globally franchised entertainment business in the same way that City Football
Group has been created because, if you look at where the Public Investment Fund
has been investing, so for example in Reliance in Mumbai; Mubadala of Abu Dhabi
and Silverlake, both of whom have invested into City Group, have also invested into
Reliance.
We also hear rumours too of Saudi Arabia possibly investing into Marseille, into Inter
Milan, and so I can see that this Manchester City-style investment and network will
take in Newcastle and beyond.
My feeling is, the UAE is a small nation, just 1.8 million people. It just doesn't have
the heft, the clout of Saudi Arabia, so we really are talking about a super-sized
Manchester City-style investment.
Do you envisage a Middle East rivalry between Abu Dhabi and Saudi
Arabia, City and Newcastle?
Well there already is a Middle East rivalry between City and Paris St Germain, but
now obviously Newcastle is going to be a part of this.
This is how the Gulf is. I always think it's a very family-like environment in the Middle
East where they do support, and they do engage and there is affinity between them.
But it's a bit like having a brother or sister, if I have one car then my sister is going
to buy two cars, and if my sister has two cars, my other brother will have three cars
and so this intense competitiveness between these nations I think inevitably dictates
that there is going to be a rivalry and a desire, a quest to be the biggest and the
best.
Saudi Arabia is late to the party. Qatar has been doing it, Abu Dhabi's been doing it.
We've seen some Saudi Arabian investment, for example in Sheffield United and
elsewhere, but I think the government in Riyadh probably sees that there is a real
opportunity to grow and develop and be the biggest over and above Qatar and Abu
Dhabi.
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Why have PIF chosen to invest in a football club, given the relatively low
returns?
This is not about football, it's football as a means to an end. Saudi Arabia could have
bought any club, they could have bought West Ham, they could've bought Everton
or Southampton. I'm sure with the right money, and they've got that money, they
could've bought Manchester United. The fact that they didn't and they bought
Newcastle, I think there is some commercial potential, some industrial potential,
some political potential in being associated with Newcastle, but I think ultimately the
football club is almost incidental to what they're trying to do.

The Premier League is screened in more than 200 territories across the world.

Essentially what they're trying to do is to create a team, create a club in the form of
their own identity, so it reflects who they are and what they're trying to do.
It's not solely about making a profit. There are other reasons for doing this as well,
so for example in the way that football enables connections to be built with key
stakeholders, not just in the footballing ecosystem, but more generally, politically
and economically.
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The lesson from PSG and Manchester City is you can make money and you can make
profit, but this is peanuts in the great scheme of things for a country like Saudi
Arabia. So the greater benefits come from other things and that is essentially what
this is all about.
Saudi Arabia already has golf, Formula E, Formula One, boxing, is this
another way for the kingdom to cement itself on the sporting world?
Absolutely. The answer to your question is yes. I think what's interesting about this
is we have seen a focus on establishing the country as an event destination - Formula
E, boxing and so forth. We've seen in recent weeks too, moves to promote Saudi
Arabian football with the launch of its strategic plan for football.
We see elements of this in terms of sports tourism, I'm thinking Qiddiya and also
Neom. But for the first time what we're seeing is Saudi Arabia moving overseas and
acquiring an overseas sports asset and I think that's what's significant about all of
this in that it's a new and a different move.
What's going to be interesting as a next step is what happens in terms of building
the network of overseas sports properties. Are they in football, are they in other
sports, how do they connect with entertainment and other business, and so on and
so forth. Source: Arabian Business

Saudi Arabia

Oracle becomes first tenant at NEOM’s
Data Centre, launches second cloud
Jeddah, October 27, 2021 - Software giant Oracle has expanded its footprint in Saudi
Arabia with the launch of its second cloud region in the kingdom, becoming the first
tenant of NEOM’s new ‘hyperscale’ data centre, NEOM Tech & Digital Holding Co.
announced Wednesday.
Expanding cloud footprint
Oracle’s first cloud region in Saudi Arabia was launched in Jeddah in February last
year and became accessible five months later. This means that customers are able
to access all of Oracle’s services, such as Oracle Autonomous Database and Oracle
Autonomous Linux.
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Oracle’s first cloud region in Saudi Arabia came up in Jeddah. Image by Mohammed younos / shutterstock

The new cloud region is one of 14 regions Oracle has targeted to establish by the
end of the year, including two more in the UAE.
With the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) as Saudi’s preferred cloud, the
establishment of a new cloud region could now boost the deployment of applications
in various locations in the kingdom without risking sensitive data to leave the country,
NEOM said in a statement.
NEOM’s data centre
The new agreement with Oracle comes at a time when Saudi Arabia is bolstering its
technological footprint as part of the Saudi Vision 2030.
The new data centre, which will house Oracle’s second cloud region, is owned by a
newly formed venture between NEOM Tech & Digital Hold Co. and EzdiTek, a part
of Riyadh-based Ezdihar Holding. NEOM Tech & Digital Hold Co owns 51% of the
data centre, while EzdiTek holds the remaining 49%. The data centre aims to serve
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, parts of Sub-Saharan Africa, and
Europe.
Key quotes
“With this collaboration with NEOM, we are now expanding our footprint in the
kingdom to continue supporting the digital transformation initiatives of the country’s
public and private sector organizations,” said Richard Smith, executive vice president
– technology, EMEA at Oracle.
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“Establishing a hyperscale data centre at NEOM represents
a significant milestone and is the first step in creating
NEOM as a new internet exchange point. This partnership
offers a dynamic blueprint for alliances, making a major
stride towards our goal of becoming an economic engine
for the region and the world,” said Nadhmi Al-Nasr, CEO
of NEOM.
Richard Smiths, Executive Vice President – technology, EMEA at Oracle

Partnering with Saudi
In July, Saudi Arabia’s Tourism Development Fund deployed ‘Cloud First’ strategy
with Oracle, implementing complete Oracle infrastructure solutions and cloud
applications that would enhance the customer and employee experience within the
Fund.
Earlier this year, the kingdom’s national ground services company, the Saudi Ground
Services, which operates in 28 airports in the country, also migrated its core IT
systems to Oracle Cloud. Source: Forbes ME

Saudi Arabia

Saudi deal with Euroclear to allow
foreigners access to debt
New York, October 28, 2021 - Saudi Arabia reached an agreement with one of the
world’s biggest bonds clearing systems to settle transactions in its debt market and
may appoint four global banks as primary dealers in local government securities.
The deal between the kingdom’s Securities Depository Centre Company, known as
Edaa, and Brussels-based Euroclear Bank will give foreign investors access to the
sukuk and bond market within the Saudi Exchange. Under the terms of an agreement
signed in Riyadh, the link is expected to become operational in March 2022,
according to a statement.
Separately on Wednesday, Saudi authorities signed memorandums of understanding
with BNP Paribas SA, Citigroup Inc., Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and JPMorgan Chase
& Co. to explore the possibility of appointing them as primary dealers in local
government securities alongside local banks.
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Major emerging economies like Russia have in recent years partnered with Euroclear
to lure bond inflows by allowing it to act as a custodian for foreign investors’
collateral. Edaa already agreed with Clearstream earlier this year to increase access
to domestic debt by establishing an international central securities depository link.
“By becoming Euroclearable, this G-20
market will gain direct exposure to a wider
international investor base, which will
result in improved liquidity and cost
efficiencies,” said Lieve Mostrey, chief
executive officer of Euroclear Group.
Lieve Mostrey, CEO of Euroclear Group

Saudi Arabia has increasingly leaned on domestic borrowing to cover its budget
deficit after lower oil prices put public finances under pressure. The agreement with
Euroclear follows weeks after FTSE Russell said it will include Saudi Arabia’s localcurrency debt in its emerging-market government bond index, a move also likely to
lure foreign investment to the Arab region’s biggest economy.
Goldman, JPMorgan
Saudi Arabia’s Finance Ministry and the National Debt Management Centre said they
signed agreements with the four global banks to broaden the investor base in the
local primary debt market.
Until now, only five local banks were participating in the primary-dealer program.
With the possible addition of international banks, the goal is to support the
development of the secondary market by increasing liquidity and drawing more
foreign capital, according to a statement.
Euroclear and Edaa said that Saudi-listed sukuk and bonds have already been seeing
demand from international investors, with the market issuances growing to over 451
billion riyals ($120 billion).
Corporate, Government
“The issuances and the size of the issuances will definitely increase, and we believe
with these linkages both corporate and government issuers will be looking into this,”
Raed Alhumaid, CEO of Edaa, said in an interview.
Foreign investors will soon be able to settle domestically-issued Saudi debt via a
direct nominee account in Edaa using their existing Euroclear accounts.
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Raed Alhumaid, CEO of Edaa

Eligible clients won’t need to apply for qualified foreign
investor status and ultimately will be able to use Saudi
sukuk and bonds as collateral for financing activities.
“The market is very liquid and there is a huge demand
for investment and also for sustainable bonds for
instance -- what we see today is that there is still a
limited possibility for investors to invest in sustainable
bonds going for new markets,” Mostrey said “So there
is a lot of money out there looking to be invested.” Source Bloomberg

United Arab Emirates

Green hydrogen
is 'a fuel of the
future', but long
road to making
it viable
The UAE is one of the few countries
around the world that has the potential to
produce cost-competitive green hydrogen
due to the very low cost of solar energy.

Current hurdles to making green hydrogen cost competitive
include a lack of policy and regulation and ways to minimise
storage and transportation costs
Green hydrogen may be “a fuel of the future” for everything from vehicles to
manufacturing, but a long road lies ahead to realise its domestic and industrial uses
- current hurdles include a lack of policy and regulation and ways to minimise storage
and transportation costs.
Estimates vary, but by 2050, the green hydrogen market could be worth between
$300 billion and $700bn; one September 2021 report from Qamar Energy suggests
the “addressable market” is $2.5 trillion.
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Hydrogen demand, by 2025, meanwhile, is set to skyrocket to 650 million tons
annually from 72 tons per year currently, the Organisation of Arab Petroleum
Exporting Countries has predicted.
Why the UAE is 'well placed' to lead hydrogen transition
To produce green hydrogen competitively – a fuel with effectively no negative
environmental impact – two things are needed: an abundance of renewable energy
and cheap electricity.
The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) outlines the production cost
for green hydrogen as being determined by the renewable electricity price, the
investment cost of the electrolyser and its operating hours.
“The UAE is one of the few countries around the world that has the potential to
produce cost-competitive green hydrogen due to the very low cost of solar energy,
which accounts for around 60 percent of the cost of green hydrogen production,” Dr
Faye Al Hersh, technology specialist, strategy at Masdar told Arabian Business.
The sunny desert country has a plethora of raw solar power potential and has over
the last few years developed its solar parks and technology.
“We are in a region where solar can be
particularly powerful and the cost of
generating power using solar is quite
low, and we already have infrastructure
in place that can help with the transportation and storage of hydrogen,
thanks to existing oil and gas facilities. As
such, it certainly has potential for growth
in the UAE and in the GCC, and we’ve
seen major entities investing heavily to
turn the nation into a hydrogen hub,”
Carla
Sertin,
special
energy
correspondent for Arabian Business said.

Carla Sertin, Arabian Business correspondent

In arid regions that have to rely on desalinisation, that process incurs an extra cost,
but Dr. Al Hersh said the cost associated with the water supply in the overall cost of
green hydrogen production is “insignificant.”
Like market size, estimates for green hydrogen production costs vary widely. IRENA
sets the cost to produce green hydrogen between $0.8/kg and $1.6/kg by 2050.
Siemens puts it between $1 and $1.50/kg in the same time frame.
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For the UAE, Bloomberg LEF has guessed the country can produce the clean fuel for
$0.7/kg to $0.8/kg by 2050.
Fuel of the future
The Gulf country has said it intends to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 23.5
percent below business-as-usual projections by 2030 (a cut of about 73mtonnes), as
committed in its December 2020 update of its Nationally Determined Contribution
(NDC) under the Paris Agreement.
“The green hydrogen market at this point is very small, but we expect it to grow
significantly in the next 10 years,” Dr Al Hersh said.
The UAE is looking to hydrogen, which it calls “a fuel of the future” in its NDC, to
help reduce greenhouse emissions.
Individuals’ increasing environmental concerns are driving the shift on one front –
especially as they look to consume more consciously.
“Public opinion is driving [the change]. Society at large, is driving the change, and
that means the first verticals or use cases is in consumer products,” said Thorbjorn
Fors, executive vice president of industrial applications at Siemens Energy.
“Car makers are looking at their carbon
footprint for manufacturing a certain
vehicle. Today it’s all about the emissions
out of the gas, and tomorrow it’s going
to be about the steel,” Fors said. Steel
production is carbon intensive, and
incentives are beginning to roll out to
change production methods, like carbon
taxes.
Thorbjorn Fors executive vice president of
industrial applications at Siemens Energy

But already, car makers are working to make hydrogen-fuelled cars a reality. For its
green hydrogen passenger cars, Masdar is set to ensure all components of the
project are designed, installed, tested, operated, and maintained by the last quarter
of 2024. The company has started to assess its green hydrogen demonstrator project
as part of an alliance of state-backed entities.
“The main aim of the demonstration project would be to produce green hydrogen
that will be converted to sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) to be utilised by our
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participating partner airlines,” Dr Al Hersh said.
“A small portion of the green hydrogen
produced will also be used to demonstrate
ground mobility applications with a number of
cars and buses operating in Masdar City
(pictured left) and its vicinity. A dedicated
hydrogen refuelling station will be built in
Masdar City.”
On another front, companies are starting to wake up to environmental concerns,
moving slightly away from the traditional business model of boosting bottom lines as
a top priority.
And while that shift is beginning, caring about the environment isn’t enough to
convince producers to make the switch.
Ultimately, green hydrogen has to be produced cost competitively – meaning it’s
cheaper than its grey and blue hydrogen competitors – before it’s viewed as viable.
The colours of hydrogen
Green hydrogen is currently two-to-three times more expensive to produce than blue
hydrogen, which is produced from fossil fuels with the carbon dioxide by-product
captured and stored. Grey hydrogen, currently the cheapest to produce, is the most
polluting and is produced from fossil fuels.
“We need to find ways to accelerate the hydrogen society, and the way to do that is
to focus more on blue and build the network and assets, pipelines, background and
laws to build the momentum around hydrogen, and then over time you switch the
colour of the molecule,” Fors said.
The technicalities are complex, and the debate rages on about how to store hydrogen
and how to transport it. To retrofit existing infrastructure or create new pipelines is
the question. Restructuring existing infrastructure is cheaper than creating new
infrastructure, but each has its drawbacks.
But what’s ultimately needed is policy and incentives.
“There needs to be an incentive for businesses, not only to invest in technology, not
only in research and development, but actually scaling it in a commercial
environment. To build that foundation, you need to have policies and stimulus to
drive behaviours,” Fors said. Source: Arabian Business
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Nigeria

Nigeria launches Africa's first
digital currency

Abuja, October 28, 2021 - Nigeria, Africa's largest economy, has launched the
continent's first digital currency, the e-Naira. The launch also ranks Nigeria among
very few nations in the world to adopt the electronic money system which leaders
hope will help boost the country's GDP and fight inflation.
The official launch of the Central Bank of Nigeria Digital Currency, CBDC, took place
at the state house in Abuja on Monday, with top government officials attending.
Nigerian president, Muhammadu Buhari unveiled the e-Naira and said it could
potentially boost Nigeria's Gross Domestic Product by up to $29 billion over the next
decade.
Blockchain technology expert, Jadel Chidi welcomes the launch.
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'Digital currency helps to foster faster payments, it also
[is] supposedly less expensive than the regular
payment systems you have already. You make your
transactions person to person; you don't need an
intermediary,' said Chidi.
The e-Naira app went live and became available for
citizens to download, immediately after the launch.
Muhammadu Buhari, Nigeria‘s President since 2015

A digital currency is a means of payment that exists purely in electronic form. Other
types include the cryptocurrency which authorities banned in February saying its
instability exposed citizens to huge financial risks.
The government expects the e-Naira to improve store of value for Nigeria weakening
currently as well as drive financial inclusion for millions of citizens.
But digital money experts like Janet Kaatyo say Internet penetration and tech
savviness could present initial problems.
'For every technology that is new, people have to learn how to use it. It is not
different with the digital currency, the e-Naira or even the cryptocurrency. People
need to learn how to use these things,' said Kaatyo.
Jadel Chidi said there are also concerns about the e-Naira's regulation by Nigeria's
government.
'Ideally a cryptocurrency is not supposed to be centralized, but central bank digital
currencies are going to be centralized because they'll be managed by a central body,
the CBN in this case and that defeats the aim of digital currency or decentralization,'
said Chidi.
The use of digital currencies has grown in recent years in Nigeria, especially among
the younger population.
Authorities say with the e-Naira, they can better monitor transactions, curb black
market trading for the paper currency, protect against devaluation, and lower
inflation. Source: Southeast Asia Post
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South Africa

Sasol on ‘rollercoaster’ ride
to a green future

Fleetwood Grobler Sasol Group CEO at the company's annual financial results presentation at the head
office in Sandton. (Photo: Freddy Mavunda/Business Day)

Johannesburg, October 4, 2021 - Fleetwood Grobler describes his last 23 months as
Sasol chief executive as “a rollercoaster”. One only has to look at the petrochemical
giant’s share price — which plummeted even further from a 10-year low amid the
2020 oil price crash — to know that this is true.
When Grobler took office in late 2019, he was saddled with the challenge of squaring
away the United States Lake Charles chemicals project. Prior to his tenure, Sasol
shareholders had their holdings shrink by 90% as the company grappled with
increasing debt levels while completing the project.
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“When I got the job, we had the challenge of delivering Lake Charles … I have
delivered that. The company has delivered. Lake Charles is running. It has
contributed to our profits. It’s really adding value to the reset of the company,”
Grobler told the Mail & Guardian.
“We have gone through a crisis, a pandemic. Oil prices went negative. We announced
drastic measures with respect to Sasol 2.0 to reset the company.”
Last week Grobler announced a new twist in Sasol’s course: the decision to triple its
2030 greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. For South Africa’s biggest private
polluter, this will require overhauling its coal-reliant business and transitioning
towards natural gas and eventually to green hydrogen.
Sasol and national power utility Eskom together accounted for more than half of the
country’s greenhouse gas emissions. In 2020, Sasol’s Secunda plant was the largest
single emitter of greenhouse gases in the world. At 56.5-million tonnes of
greenhouse gases a year, the plant’s emissions exceed the individual totals of more
than 100 countries.
Green hydrogen has been tipped as a future export
commodity for South Africa, which is well-endowed with
the platinum group metals needed to produce it.
According to Sasol’s climate change report, released
last week, the company plans to leverage its Fischer–
Tropsch technology (used to process gas into liquid
fuels), which can be used to consume green hydrogen.

Fischer-Tropsch reactor

“Green hydrogen is not yet cost effective and requires further progression along the
electrolyser and renewable energy learning curves. However, with scale,
partnerships and greater financing opportunities, its affordability can be significantly
improved,” the report notes.
Responding to Sasol’s announcement, the Centre for Environmental Rights said it
was “heartening to see a corporation responding to the global race towards net zero,
increased government regulation and pressure to reduce carbon emissions”.
“We started participating as activist shareholders during Sasol’s AGMs a few years
ago and we can see the change in how they are responding to climate related
financial and other risks,” the centre said, further noting that Sasol “clearly
recognises that the only financially viable option for its business, particularly in South
Africa, is to ensure an urgent and just transition to renewables, green hydrogen,
biomass and direct air capture.”
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The Fischer–Tropsch process is a collection of chemical reactions that converts a mixture of
carbon monoxide and hydrogen or water gas into liquid hydrocarbons. These reactions occur
in the presence of metal catalysts, typically at temperatures of 150–300 °C (302–572 °F) and
pressures of one to several tens of atmospheres. The process was first developed by Franz
Fischer and Hans Tropsch at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut für Kohlenforschung in Mülheim an
der Ruhr, Germany, in 1925. As a premier example of C1 chemistry, the Fischer–Tropsch
process is an important reaction in both coal liquefaction and gas to liquids technology for
producing liquid hydrocarbons. In the usual implementation, carbon monoxide and hydrogen,
the feedstocks for FT, are produced from coal, natural gas, or biomass in a process known as
gasification. The Fischer–Tropsch process then converts these gases into a synthetic
lubrication oil and synthetic fuel.[3] The Fischer–Tropsch process has received intermittent
attention as a source of low-sulphur diesel fuel and to address the supply or cost of
petroleum-derived hydrocarbons. Source: Wikipedia

Talking to the M&G this week, Grobler said his job was to create a Sasol fit to survive
in the future. “It is a daunting task, but I believe that we have got all the building
blocks to be able to walk that road and to be successful in the end.”
The only variable, he said, is the price of green hydrogen and how that changes over
time. “If that comes down, it becomes more viable to do what we have announced
… There is so much momentum going for green hydrogen and for carbon reduction
that I believe can be a catalyst for our vision of getting to a net zero position in the
end.”
It has been important for Sasol to communicate to the market that the company can
reinvent itself, Grobler said, noting that the management team has been preoccupied
with Sasol 2.0, an overhaul of the business.
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The Sasol 2.0 aspirations, including reducing the company’s fixed costs by 15% to
20% and restoring dividends, are expected to be delivered by the end of 2025. “We
are tracking on that. We haven’t delivered it all. There is still a road ahead to fully
deliver … but I feel we have turned a corner,” company’s boss said.

Sasol refinery in Sasolburg, Vaal, Gauteng, South Africa

The capital required for Sasol’s 30% emissions reduction target is estimated at
between R15-billion and R25-billion.
The company, which has not declared a dividend since March 2019, plans to do so
again once the capital required for the emissions reduction has been serviced.
Grobler said Sasol only has two options: stay relevant by adapting as pressures to
go green mount or do nothing and go out of business.
“We have decided that we will work with our talents, our technology and our natural
endowments in South Africa … and that will enable us to reinvent,” he added.
“And that is the choice we have made. And yes, it will cost a lot of focus and
investment and work to get there. But that is the option that is feasible, compared
to just going out of existence.” Source: Mail&Guardian
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Tanzania

Abdulrazak Gurnah is
awarded the Nobel
Prize in Literature
The Tanzanian writer, the first Black winner since Toni Morrison,
was honored for his “uncompromising and compassionate
penetration of the effects of colonialism.”
The award recognized Abdulrazak Gurnah’s “uncompromising and compassionate
penetration of the effects of colonialism and the fates of the refugee in the gulf
between cultures and continents.” He is the first African to win the award in almost
two decades.
“The Nobel Prize in Literature for 2021 is awarded to the novelist Abdulrazak Gurnah,
born in Zanzibar, active in England, for his uncompromising and compassionate
penetration of the effects of colonialism, and the fate of the refugee in the gulf
between cultures and continents.” “In his 10 novels, he has consistently and with
great compassion, penetrated the effects of colonialism in East Africa, and its effects
on the lives of uprooted and migrating individuals.”
Growing up in Zanzibar, an archipelago off the coast of Tanzania, Abdulrazak Gurnah
never considered the possibility that he might one day be a writer.
“It never occurred to me,” he said in an interview. “It wasn’t something you could
say as you were growing up, ‘I want to be a writer.’” He assumed he would become
“something useful, like an engineer.”
Then, in 1964, a violent uprising forced Gurnah, at age 18, to flee to England.
Miserable, poor, homesick, he began to write scraps about home in his diary, then
longer entries, then stories about other people. Those scattered reflections, the habit
of writing to understand and document his own dislocation, eventually gave rise to
his first novel, then nine more — works that explore the lingering trauma of
colonialism, war and displacement.
“The thing that motivated the whole experience of writing for me was this idea of
losing your place in the world,” he said.
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“The thing that motivated the whole experience of writing for me was this idea of losing your place in the
world,” said Abdulrazak Gurnah, who received this year’s Nobel Prize in Literature.Credit...Henry
Nicholls/Reuters

On Thursday, Gurnah was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, widely regarded as
the most prestigious literary award in the world, for “his uncompromising and
compassionate penetration of the effects of colonialism and the fate of the refugee
in the gulf between cultures and continents.”
Gurnah, 72, is the first Black writer to receive the prize since Toni Morrison in 1993,
and some observers saw his selection as a long overdue corrective after years of
European and American Nobel laureates. He is the first African to win the award in
more than a decade, preceded by Wole Soyinka of Nigeria in 1986, Naguib Mahfouz
of Egypt, who won in 1988; and the South African winners Nadine Gordimer in 1991
and John Maxwell Coetzee in 2003. The British-Zimbabwean novelist Doris Lessing
won in 2007.
Amid the heated speculation in the run-up to this year’s award, the literature prize
was called out for lacking diversity among its winners. The journalist Greta Thurfjell,
writing in Dagens Nyheter, a Swedish newspaper, noted that 95 of the 117 past
Nobel laureates were from Europe or North America, and that only 16 winners had
been women. “Can it really continue like that?” she asked.
In his 10 novels, Gurnah has often explored the themes of exile, identity and
belonging. They include “Memory of Departure,” “Pilgrims Way” and “Dottie,” which
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all deal with the immigrant experience in Britain; “Paradise,” shortlisted for the
Booker Prize in 1994, about a boy in an East African country scarred by colonialism;
and “Admiring Silence,” about a young man who leaves Zanzibar for England, where
he marries and becomes a teacher. His most recent work, “Afterlives,” explores the
generational effects of German colonialism in Tanzania, and how it divided
communities.
Anders Olsson, the chair of the committee that awards the prize, said at the news
conference on Thursday that Gurnah “is widely recognized as one of the world’s
more pre-eminent post-colonial writers.” Gurnah “has consistently and with great
compassion, penetrated the effects of colonialism in East Africa and its effects on
the lives of uprooted and migrating individuals,” he added.
The characters in his novels, Olsson said, “find themselves in the gulf between
cultures and continents, between the life left behind and the life to come, confronting
racism and prejudice, but also compelling themselves to silence the truth or
reinventing biography to avoid conflict with reality.”
Gurnah’s first language is Swahili, but he adopted English as his literary language,
with his prose often inflected with traces of Swahili, Arabic and German. He drew on
the imagery and stories from the Quran, as well as from Arabic and Persian poetry,
particularly “The Arabian Nights.”
Occasionally, he had to push back against publishers who wanted to italicize or
Anglicize Swahili and Arabic references and phrases in his books, he said.
“There’s a way in which British publishing, and perhaps American publishing as well,
always wants to make the alien seem alien,” he said. “They want you to italicize it
or even put a glossary. And I think no, no, no, no.”
The news of Gurnah’s Nobel was celebrated by fellow novelists and academics who
have long argued that his work deserves a wider audience.
The novelist Maaza Mengiste described his prose as being “like a gentle blade slowly
moving in.” “His sentences are deceptively soft, but the cumulative force for me felt
like a sledgehammer,” she said.
“He has written work that is absolutely unflinching and yet at the same time
completely compassionate and full of heart for people of East Africa,” Mengiste said.
“He is writing stories that are often quiet stories of people who aren’t heard, but
there’s an insistence there that we listen.”
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Laura Winters, writing in The New York Times in 1996, called “Paradise” “a
shimmering, oblique coming-of-age fable,” adding that “Admiring Silence” was a
work that “skilfully depicts the agony of a man caught between two cultures, each
of which would disown him for his links to the other.”
But despite being hailed as “one of Africa’s greatest living writers” by the author
Giles Foden, Gurnah’s books have rarely received the kind of commercial reception
that some previous laureates have.
Lola Shoneyin, the director of the Ake Arts and Book Festival in Nigeria, said that she
expected the Nobel Prize would draw a larger audience for Gurnah on the African
continent, where his work is not very widely known, and that she hoped his historical
fiction might inspire younger generations to reflect more deeply on their countries’
pasts.
“If we are not looking very actively and deliberately at what has gone on in the past,
how can we forge a successful future for ourselves in the continent?” she said.
Gurnah was born in Zanzibar, which is now part of Tanzania, in 1948. After moving
to England, he started writing fiction in his 20s. He finished his first novel, “Memory
of Departure,” about a young man who flees a failed uprising, at the same time he
was writing his Ph.D. dissertation. He became a professor of English and postcolonial
literatures at the University of Kent in Canterbury, teaching the work of writers such
as Soyinka, Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o and Salman Rushdie.
In both his scholarly work and his fiction, Gurnah has tried to uncover “the way in
which colonialism transformed everything in the world, and people who are living
through it are still processing that experience and some of its wounds,” he said.
The same themes that occupied him early in his career, when he was processing the
effects of his own displacement, feel equally urgent today, he said, as both Europe
and America have been gripped with a backlash against immigrants and refugees,
and political instability and war have driven more people from their home countries.
“It’s a kind of meanness and miserliness on the part of these prosperous countries
that say, we don’t want these people,” he said. “They’re getting these literally
handfuls of people compared to European migrations.
Though Gurnah hasn’t lived in Tanzania since he was a teenager, the country
continues to inspire him. He said that his homeland always asserts himself in his
imagination, even when he deliberately tries to set his stories elsewhere. “You don’t
have to be there to write about a place,” he said. “It’s all in the fiber of everything
you are.”
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Who else has recently won the prize?
The American poet Louise Glück was awarded last year’s literature prize for writing
“that with austere beauty makes individual existence universal,” according to the
citation from the Nobel committee. Her award was seen as a much-needed reset for
the prize after several years of scandal.
In 2018, the academy postponed the prize after the husband of an academy member
was accused of sexual misconduct and of leaking candidates’ names to bookmakers.
The academy member’s husband, Jean-Claude Arnault, was later sentenced to two
years in prison for rape.
The following year, the academy awarded the delayed 2018 prize to Olga Tokarczuk,
an experimental Polish novelist. But the academy came in for criticism for giving the
2019 prize to Peter Handke, an Austrian author and playwright who has been
accused of genocide denial for questioning events during the Balkan Wars of the
1990s — including the Srebrenica massacre, in which about 8,000 Muslim men and
boys were murdered.
Lawmakers in Albania, Bosnia and Kosovo denounced the decision, as did several
high-profile novelists, including Jennifer Egan and Hari Kunzru.
Who else won a Nobel Prize this year?
• David Julius and Ardem Patapoutian were awarded the prize in physiology or
medicine on Monday for their discoveries about how people sense heat, cold,
touch and their own bodily movements.
• Three scientists whose work “laid the foundation of our knowledge of the
Earth’s climate and how humanity influences it” were awarded the prize for
physics on Tuesday: Syukuro Manabe of Princeton University; Klaus
Hasselmann of the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg, Germany;
and Giorgio Parisi of the Sapienza University of Rome
• Benjamin List and David W.C. MacMillan were awarded the chemistry prize on
Wednesday for developing a more environmentally friendly tool to build
molecules.
When will the other Nobel Prizes be announced?
• The Nobel Peace Prize will be announced on Friday in Oslo. Last year, the
award went to the World Food Program.
• The Nobel in economic science will be announced in Stockholm on Oct. 11.
Last year’s prize was shared by Paul R. Milgrom and Robert B. Wilson, the
inventors of new auction formats which have been used by governments to
allocate scarce resources. Source: NYTimes
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Top Dubai developer commences sale of
700 off-plan apartments

• Dubai-based property developer Meydan has unveiled the first phase of what
it has designated Canal Front Residences.
• The latest addition to Meydan's portfolio of luxury residential developments
went on sale on Wednesday.
• Located in the Jumeirah district, the Canal Front Residences comprises more
than 700 1, 2 and 3-bedroom apartments.
Dubai, October 28, 2021 - Dubai-based property developer Meydan has unveiled the
first phase of what it has designated Canal Front Residences, a new residential
community located at the Dubai Water Canal.
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The latest addition to Meydan's portfolio of luxury residential developments went on
sale on Wednesday, a day after local real estate brokers were given a preview.
Located in the Jumeirah district, the Canal Front Residences comprise more than 700
one-two- and three-bedroom apartments across 11 buildings set among parks and
communal green spaces. The first phase has 150 units across two five-story
buildings.
The apartments feature floor-to-ceiling windows, private balconies, with sizes
averaging 85 square metres for a one-bedroom apartment, 125 sqm for two beds,
and 165 sqm for three-bedroom units.
A stone's throw from Safa Park, the residences will also have onsite amenities
including state-of-the-art gyms, swimming pools, multi-purpose areas, children's
play areas, and access to the canal cycling track.
They will also be nearby to Jumeirah Beach, an RTA water transport station, and
major thoroughfares Al Wasl Road, and Sheikh Zayed Road.
Nakheel was the master developer of the famous Palm Jumeirah off the Dubai coast.
Source: Southeast Asia Post

Pierce Brosnan is listing his James Bondinspired Malibu Beach home for $100m
Courtesy Mike Helfrich for Chris Cortazzo of CA James Bond-worthy Malibu retreat is
now on the market, courtesy of former 007 himself. Pierce Brosnan is listing his
palatial beach home for sale, with a staggering $100 million price tag attached.
The actor and his wife, journalist, and filmmaker Keely Shaye Brosnan, started
working on the custom 12,500-square-foot home in 2002, shortly after the debut of
Brosnan’s fourth Bond film, Die Another Day. It took a decade to complete the
sprawling residence, which is designed in a Southeast Asian style that’s inspired by
the Irish actor’s time in Thailand shooting Tomorrow Never Dies.
The Malibu getaway, which the Brosnans named Orchid House, sits on 1.18 acres of
land right on Broad Beach, with 117 feet of direct oceanfront, per the listing held by
Compass broker Chris Cortazzo.
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Pierce Brosnan and Keely Shaye Brosnan are listing their Malibu retreat for $100 million.

Pierce Brosnan and Keely Shaye
Brosnan have relocated to
Hawaii. Presley Ann/PMC

There are walls of glass,
foldaway doors, handcrafted woodwork, wideplank teak floors and
scissor-truss
ceilings
throughout the home, as
well as wraparound lanais
and courtyards.
The kitchen is fitted with
custom teak cabinetry, two islands, quartz crystal countertops and a dining area with
a fireplace. The great room is composed of living and dining areas, with ocean views,
a fireplace and floor-to-ceiling glass doors.
The owner’s suite, located on the upper level of the home, is outfitted with teak
cabinetry, a sitting area and two fireplaces, as well as a wall of glass that opens up
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to a private deck. There are double bathrooms, both with chandeliers, ocean views
and window walls that open to dressing rooms with custom closets and cabinetry.
The lower level of the home is divided into two wings, with a soundproof projection
movie theatre with tiered seating, a bar and custom surround sound on one side.
The other wing is comprised of a mirrored gym, recording studio and a spa with a
dry and infrared sauna, steam room, Japanese soaking tub, cold plunge pool and a
shower.
Outside, there’s a saltwater pool and a partially covered deck with seating and dining
areas, in addition to a big gas fire pit and two glass-enclosed areas for lounging and
dining.
The Brosnans raised both of their sons in this home, which they used as their main
residence, per the Wall Street Journal. Now, however, the couple has mostly
relocated to Hawaii, so they don’t need to maintain quite as large of a home in
California.
They did purchase a $2.95 million home in Santa Monica last year, which it turns out
was for the use of their children. The actor told the WSJ that there’s definitely room
for him and his wife in the aforementioned Santa Monica abode, and that he’s also
considering scooping up another home on the West Coast, perhaps in Santa Barbara.
Source: Observer
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Incredible Beach Resort

Unique 16th Century Mansion Palace in Venice

Castle in Umbria

Feudal villa in Tenerife

Luxury Residence London

Mansion in Ascot, Berkshire
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Trojan and Six Construct joint venture
wins Guggenheim Abu Dhabi contract

A rendition of the planned Guggenheim Abu Dhabi. Courtesy Guggenheim

➢ The companies will build the museum, the associated
infrastructure and surrounding marine works
Abu Dhabi, October 27, 2021 - A joint venture of Trojan General Contracting, a
subsidiary of Alpha Dhabi Holding, and Six Construct, a subsidiary of Besix Group,
secured the contract to build Guggenheim Abu Dhabi.
The joint venture will be responsible for the museum’s construction, the associated
infrastructure and surrounding marine works, Alpha Dhabi Holding said in a
statement on Wednesday to the Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange, where its shares
are traded. The value of the contract was not disclosed.
Construction of the museum is expected to be completed in 2025.
The project "reflects Alpha Dhabi Holding’s vision of achieving strategic economic
diversity throughout our core businesses", said Hamad Al Ameri, managing director
and chief executive of Alpha Dhabi Holding.
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Guggenheim Abu Dhabi will be located
in the Saadiyat Cultural District alongside Louvre Abu Dhabi and Zayed
National Museum.
It is part of Abu Dhabi's push to develop
its creative industries. The emirate
plans to invest Dh22 billion ($6bn) over
the next five years in its cultural and
creative industries in an effort to
diversify its economy.
It has pledged Dh8.5bn to the cultural
sector in the past five years, according
to Abu Dhabi's Department of Culture
and Tourism.

A night shot of the model

Guggenheim Abu Dhabi, like Louvre Abu Dhabi, will have a complex construction
process, the companies said.
Designed by the Pritzker
Prize-winning
architect
Frank Gehry, the museum
will feature a series of
asymmetrical cones, which
will surround the main
building and serve as both
entrances and outdoor
exhibition spaces.
Fran Gehry, pictured right

The UAE site is set to be the latest and largest outpost of the Solomon R Guggenheim
Foundation’s list of international museums.
Guggenheim Abu Dhabi will cover 30,000 square metres, with its gallery spaces
spread across four levels linked by glass bridges and a central atrium at its core.
The museum was first announced in 2006 and was initially meant to welcome visitors
by 2012. The completion date was later pushed back. Source: N BUSINESS
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The journey through adversity

By Richard Shrapnel

No matter who we are or what role we may play in this world,
there will come a time, likely more than once, when we are
confronted with a challenge we never thought would occur. In
life, leadership and business, your capability to journey through
this adversity to a safe landing is a skill you should keep
sharpened in your toolbox. There are seven principles that will
guide you on a journey through adversity to a safe landing.

Active Knowledge Question:
What is your go-to response when confronted with adversity?
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Tough times
Your capacity to be successful in life will depend upon your ability to respond to
challenges and, importantly, those challenges you never expected, which will likely
overwhelm you if you do not know how to respond.
Stunned disbelief, frozen in time, anger, striking out, shrinking down or withdrawing
are not the responses which will allow you to face and overcome the adversities that
will appear in life. There is a brief period of recognition and then you must be
prepared to take on the adversity which has appeared. This is much easier said than
done but knowing how to respond will allow you to be prepared and react in a
manner that will see you emerge intact and with less scars.
This COVID-19 season is the classic example of the unexpected and one where many
people need help and support to journey forward.
Many business leaders and individuals have been confronted by Governmentmandated lockdowns and restrictions, which effectively locked them out of their
businesses and employment. As a result, they have been prevented from generating
income while remaining liable for their continuing fixed and variable costs. And at
the same time seeking to hold the door open to restart their businesses and lives at
some future unknown date.
Honestly, an impossible situation, asking a select group of individuals to bear such
adversity, while others in our community incur no cost and some even profiteer. But
it is these impossible situations that we should all be equipped to address.
Using the COVID-19 lockdowns and the small business owner as our example, let’s
examine the principles that can be adopted to enable someone to journey through
adversity and emerge scared but safe. Scars are not bad things; they are the ‘metal’
that strength us to be the success we strive for in life.
Our example: What do you do if you are confronted with the loss of your business
in this COVID-19 season? How do you respond and move forward?
The dawning of a new decade
Context is always important when considering adversity, as it is the context that can
set and magnify adversity.
Think back to midnight, 31 December 2019. As the clock clicks over midnight, where
are you? It is the start of a New Year and New Decade. So many people are thinking
about the possibilities and opportunities for great things to happen in this new
decade. They have drawn the line on the year and decade that has just passed.
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And they have set their sights on what this new season will bring for them in life and
business. The excitement and expectations are real.
And then the world sneezes, and everyone, everyone, is impacted. COVID-19 is
spreading throughout the world. Governments are struggling to know how to
respond; uncertainty and fear are present and growing. And then the responses start
flowing across the continents; locked it down now, and uncertainty abounds.
Many business owners and leaders will be confronted with the prospective loss of
their business. And that event flows onto their employees, suppliers, landlords,
financiers etc. Yes, some will prosper as the door of opportunity has opened for
them, but they are the exceptions.
But there is a future that will emerge no matter what uncertainty is prevailing. And
your future will be set by how you confront the challenges that cross your path. The
choices you make in responding to the adversity that confronts you will set the
cornerstone for your future and who you are and become as a person and as a
leader.
COVID-19 was new, but adversity is undoubtedly not. There are guiding principles
that you can adopt to enable and support yourself to journey through adversity. The
seven principles that follow will provide a roadmap for you to follow and are the tools
that you must keep sharpened and ready for when you need them.
The seven guiding principles are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Acceptance
Clarity
Action
Champions
Be Real
Care
A Light

These principles are interdependent; they are a set. You cannot choose and pick;
they all support each other. You may progressively pull them from your toolkit and
apply them, but it is not a linear progression, with one being completed before you
commence the other. They all need to be out and in use.
And I believe Principle 4 – Champions, is the tipping point that takes you over the
top of adversity and allows you to gain momentum towards the safe landing on the
other side. I will come back to this tipping point once we have considered each of
the seven principles.
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The Guiding Principles
There are guiding principles that will anchor you in a position of stability and, after
that, strengthen and enable you to plot the safest and most effective path forward.
They are common sense, but common sense is not always at the forefront in times
of adversity.
1. Acceptance
The first step you must take in moving forward through whatever challenges your
business, and you may be facing is acceptance. Acceptance is about release.
Releasing yourself from the overwhelming problem confronting you, so you can step
back and find the path forward.
If you are overwhelmed and immersed in the middle of a problem, you have little
perspective and will not be able to think clearly nor creatively.
Acceptance is not surrendering, nor is it saying that what has happened is okay.
Instead, it is giving yourself some distance from the problem so you can see it from
all sides and make good decisions.
Acceptance is an honest and a frank recognition of the challenges and a willingness
to actively find a way forward.
Acceptance has many elements to it:
• Accepting what has happened and adapting to the new conditions.
• Releasing the images held of your business past and be willing to craft a new
image.
• Recognising that there will be losses, then more losses. Inevitable losses of
wealth, assets, people, positions, relationships and more, many of which will
be beyond your control.
• Understanding that what you are experiencing is grieve and permitting
yourself to grieve. It is an expected and honest feeling that must be allowed
to work its way through.
• Be open, truthful and honest with everyone in your life about what is
happening and how you are feeling. There may well be a sense of shame and
blame that your business is failing, and you must do your best to release that
pain.
• Be willing, and ask for, the help of others and do not seek to take this
journey on your own.
Acceptance is a journey, and it will take time. Do not expect it to happen overnight,
and the feeling of loss and grieve will be with you for some time to come.
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2. Clarity
Clarity is about bringing to the table the facts and ideas that you need to consider
so as to create actions. Clarity is about knowledge.
‘Facts’ are about your situation, and ‘Ideas’ are about where you can move to. This
principle is about gathering the knowledge, not about deciding what to do.
In the example of COVID-19 and the small business owner, ‘Facts’ brings absolute
clarity to your financial position. And ensures you know your business’s financial
standing and how you and others will be impacted. This can be a complex and timeconsuming exercise, and you may need the support of your Accountant to gather
this information. But it is vital as you need to understand the financial impact of the
loss of your business. Often, guarantees, the ownership of assets, and how debt
flows through corporate structures are not clear.
‘Ideas’ is brainstorming. For example, a list of:
• How may you lift the revenue of your existing business?
• What opportunities may exist where your business can pivot into new
markets, emerging needs etc.?
• What resources and capabilities does your business possesses that may be
leveraged into these new opportunities?
• What do you simply need to close as quickly as possible?
• Where can you make deals with suppliers, competitors and others to
strengthen the business?
It is during this ‘Ideas’ section that the importance of the people within your business
will become clearer as some will be key people who must be retained for the future.
‘Ideas’ tend to fall into openings, closings and deals.
3. Action
Acceptance and clarity will provide the foundations for tomorrow – to plan to exit
and close down what is necessary to survive and cut your losses. And to see what
opportunities you can open for your business so that it may find new footings and
grow into whatever shape or size may make sense.
Action is about developing your game plan. Yes, your initial game plan will evolve as
you seek to make it a reality, but you still must spend the time to create it and put
pen to paper in writing it up. Your game plan will not only be your guide and reminder
of what you’re intending to, but it also becomes your ‘security blanket’. Having a
clear written action plan reminds you that you have a plan, you are moving forward,
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and there is a future. This reassurance is vital during the difficult journey forward
and will help to reduce anxiety and stress.
In developing your game plan, the first key question to ask and answer is whether
there are any ‘non-negotiables’? For example, are there any assets that are vital to
your future business or you? Are there certain liabilities you must discharge to
remove the liability exposure of a family member who stepped up as a guarantor
when you most needed their support? These are actions that you see as a priority.
And then, your game plan may be developed with these non-negotiables front and
centre.
Your game plan will likely include actions that seek to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plug the holes
Cut the losses
Defer payments
Seek relief
Retain capability
Cash up where possible
Find new opportunities now
Drive revenue, and
Look for support

4. Champions
Strength through unity and humility should be your mantra. Do not try to undertake
the journey of closing down all or parts of your business and then restarting by
yourself.
‘Champions’ are your ‘Team of Three’ and represent the tipping point in your journey
through adversity. They are your body and business guards and are vital to your safe
and strong journey through adversity.
The role of your champions is to support you and your role is to allow them to do
this. This is where humility plays such an important part, being your willingness to
be open and honest with your ‘Team of Three’. And to take on board their advice,
suggestions and concern for your welfare. The first conversation you will likely have
with your team will be your action plan.
But there are right and wrong people to ask to be members of your team. Let’s start
with the wrong people first; you should not approach persons who:
Have a financial interest in your business as that interest will bias their presence no
matter how hard they try to be independent. I do not include spouses and partners
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in this exclusion, but at times existing professional advisors might need to be
excluded if their focus is the continuity of their professional fees.
• Are more interested in themselves than helping others – pride, ego,
selfishness.
• Have no real interest in you or your business but will join in if there is a dollar
in it for them.
• Are full of doom and gloom and always quick to point out everything you
have ever done wrong in life and business.
The right people to search out are those who:
• Have a heart for you and your welfare.
• Know you well.
• Have a good business mind.
• Want to see you succeed.
• You trust without hesitation.
• Will be honest and frank with you.
• Are of integrity.
It’s unlikely that not anyone will possess all these traits, but as a team, this is what
you should ideally aim for.
Your team of three, find a name for them if you like, will be your advisors, supporters,
cheer squad and counsellors. You should be meeting with them at least fortnightly
and speaking to individual members throughout that period.
5. Be real
Be authentic to who you are as a person, business leader and what your business
stands for. Please do not abandon your principles and values in the face of adversity
but allow them to be your strength.
‘Being Real’ is about being true to yourself, who you are as a person and not
surrendering yourself to adversity.
As adversity confronts you and you find yourself being overwhelmed, you can easily
forget who you are and begin to do things and take actions that you will later regret.
If you do not have a clear view of your values and principles, reflect on how you
expect others to treat you, the way you ask your staff to treat customers, and how
you want your spouse/partner, children, and parents to be treated. This is a starting
point to consider values and principles, which you can then share with those close
to you, who know you well and your champions – so begin to create a list.
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As an example, my values are Courage, Determination, Humility and Love. And I
seek to consistently support others to be successful in their lives. So, any actions I
take I measure against this benchmark. What is your benchmark?
6. Care
The core strength of your business rests in you as an individual and the energies and
ideas you can bring to your business. You must care for yourself as a priority.
Suppose you cannot sustain and strengthen your physical, emotional and mental
condition and resilience. In that case, you will not bring your best to the table and
may fall short of your goals.
Care is about your personal wellbeing and strength to endure and sustain yourself
through the journey of adversity. This journey will require physical fitness and clarity
of mind, peace within yourself, creativity, and strength in relationships.
There are many ingredients that you can add into your care programme, and the
following categories will assist you in developing a sequence that is right for you:
• Attitude: creating a positive attitude to the challenges that are present,
including continuing to focus on release, being led by your game plan,
sustaining a ‘close of day’ routine where you finish your work and rest, and a
‘start of day’ routine where you wake up thankful for the day ahead.
• Openness: creating space in your body to release tension and stress through
breathing, stretching and sensible exercise.
• Peace: creating a peace in your mind that flows through your entire body,
and life, through meditation, connecting with others, being with family, and if
relevant, turning into your faith.
• Energy: creating the energy to invigorate and sustain you through eating and
hydrating well, sleeping well and getting plenty of hugs.
You should never sacrifice your care programme because you are too busy.
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7. A light
Always seek, find and hold onto the light in your life, business and work. That light
represents hope and joy and allows you to overcome any adversity that may try to
match and defeat you.
A Light is about your safety rope to pull you through adversity.
When you are up against it, and you are literally losing everything you have worked
for and love, and you can’t see the opening, it can become very dark very quickly.
And in that darkness, there can only be loss.
Never allow that darkness to settle upon you or someone for who you are a
champion.
Your light can be your partner, family and friends. It can also be the new future you
are creating as you allow the past to stay behind. And it can also be simply
stubbornness where you refuse to let this adversity win.
Whatever it may be, find that light, hold onto it and never let it dim nor disappear.
Partnership in the seven
The seven principles work as one set to allow you to journey through adversity. You
may start at Principle One, but it’s not a linear progression as you will continue to
work on all seven principles until your journey is completed.
There is, I believe, a tipping point at which the scales shift dramatically in your
favour, and that is when you are working your way through Acceptance, Clarity and
Action and you recruit your ‘Team Of Three’ (your Champions). And with that team
in place, you are strengthened and ready to move forward into building a new future.
I also believe that the seven principles connect and support each other as follows:
1. Your ability to achieve Acceptance is supported by the strength of the Light
you hold, as that compelling view of the future allows you to release the
past.
2. Clarity is achieved much quicker when a strong Care programme is in place,
as care brings with it a clear and creative mind that sees opportunity.
3. Your action plan will emerge quicker when you have nailed what Being Real
means, as your choices will become clearer.
4. And when your Champions are beside you, will no longer be journeying
alone.
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Be very clear with yourself; there is a journey that you are about to embark on as
you confront the business challenges that this season is presenting. You will need to
fight and draw upon all your resources and strength in this journey, these principles
will guide you on this journey.
Helping others
A final point in the journey through adversity is to reach out and help others. There
is an immense benefit that you personally gain if you are willing to put your
challenges to one side and step beside someone else to support them. The benefit
is not monetary or anything like that; it is the joy of seeing someone else progressing.
But you don’t do it with the expectation that you will receive a benefit; if you do hold
such an intent, it will hold you prisoner. It is just my experience that you always get
more than you give in these situations, but you only ever do it to help others.
So, who can you help? Make a list now and reach out to them.
These seven principles are your guide through adversity and represent a strategy, a
health plan and a motivational tool. Understand them, reflect on them, and be ready
to open this toolbox because life brings unexpected adversity with it.

Letter to the Editor
My wife and I were clearing out the basement the other day and we found a bin
full of old videos that our kids loved and could never seem to get enough of.
There was a wave of nostalgia when we’d find one and say “remember how they
loved this one?”.
There were a few winners that we, as parents, could tolerate or even enjoy, like
Monsters, Inc. and Toy Story 2 (In my opinion, one of the few sequels that matter)
but also those direct-to-video stinkers that my mom would buy from the bargain
bin at the supermarket like “Little Mermaid II, Return to the Sea” or “The Never
Ending Story 3.” Hold on. If it is the “never ending story,” why on Earth did they
need to make 3 of them?
Oh man! They were like 75 minutes of nails on a chalkboard, yet the kids loved
them and insisted on watching them over and over … and over.
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My daughter watched The Wizard of Oz until the tape literally wore out and broke,
so I’ve seen it probably a hundred times, maybe more when you include the times
back in the 70s when it was on broadcast TV once a year…once, and you planned
your whole week around it. Don't get me wrong, it's a classic and after 82 years,
still holds up.
In 30+ years doing valuations, M&A, venture capital, private equity, and
consulting, I’ve long-ago reached the point where I can look at a deal, a company,
an industry and have a pretty good sense of what might happen down the road.
But look, I don’t have a crystal ball and I'm no soothsayer. I'm more like Professor
Marvel back there in Kansas; quite simply, I’ve seen some things - both good and
bad.
Working with middle market companies, most of which are owned by individuals or
families, I’ve seen some of the issues that inevitably come up. The confluence of
family and business can turn dysfunctional on both fronts, but it doesn’t take a
wizard to figure that out – just someone objective who has seen it all before.
I’ve worked on deals where I’ve literally told my client what the other side will say
and it happened as if it were scripted – “he’s going to say this” or “he’s going to try
to renegotiate that” – and afterward clients ask me “how did you know?”. After a
while, you just do. If she's got green skin and rides a broom, she's probably not
your friend, just saying.
I like working with early-stage companies where the founders are like Dorothy, all
full of energy and ready to take on the world. They’re dancing down the road,
they’re off to see the Wizard, and they see the Emerald City in the distance but not
always the things that could happen on the way.
So, when I get involved, I see potential problems like leapfrogging technologies,
supply chain issues, difficulties with scalability, time management, employee
scarcity, and some of the other stuff that I’ve seen a million times.
I’m kind of a “human spoiler alert” but it’s better to know what’s ahead so you can
get your team moving down the [yellow brick] road and plan for it.
•
•
•

I know about the cyclone…
I know about the Wicked Witch…
and I’ve dealt with the Flying Monkeys.

Best,
Tony Cotrupe
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The cover of the next issue no. 80, December 2021
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